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OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Discount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American History</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American History &amp; Ethnicity</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Foreign Policy</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Political History</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Regional &amp; Local Histories</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American West &amp; the Frontier</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient History</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia, Australia &amp; Oceania</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobiles</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aviation History</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible &amp; Biblical Studies</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British History</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catastrophes &amp; Disasters</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central &amp; South America &amp; Mexico</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Rights &amp; Racism</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonial Era</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constitutional &amp; Judicial Issues</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Current titles are marked with a ★

**American Regional & Local Histories**

- **3754464** TREES IN PARADISE: The Botanical Conquest of California. By Jared Farmer. After the gold rush, the Americans who claimed California were dissatisfied with the state’s wetlands, grasslands, and chaparral. In just one century they transformed those landscapes according to the aesthetic values and economic interests of settlers, urban planners, and boosters. This history unravels the network of forces that shape our sense of place. 484 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00. $4.95

- **2930382** THE 50 STATES OF AMERICA: The People, the Places, the History. By Tim Glynn-Jones. America is composed of 50 individual stories, each with its own distinctive events, music, art, and sports. From Massachusetts and California to Alaska and Hawaii, each state is profiled here, covering important contributions to the American legacy and landscape. Slipcased. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $19.95. $7.95

- **2873222** ETERNITY STREET: Violence and Justice in Frontier Los Angeles. By John Mack Faragher. The story of a violent place in a violent time: the rise of Los Angeles from its origins as a small Mexican pueblo. A dramatic history of conquest and ethnic suppression, of collective disorder and interpersonal conflict. Appealing look at the birth of this American city. 16 pages of photos. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00. $6.95

- **3934302** IOWA STATE FAIR. By Thomas Leslie. An American institution, the Iowa State Fair is more than 150 years old and still going strong. This volume captures the spirit and history of this extraordinary confluence of Midwestern culture and classic Americana, cows, and corn dogs. Well illus., many in color. 142 pages. Princeton Architectural. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95


- **2841918** MYSTERIES AND MYSTERIES OF SOUTH CAROLINA. By Rachel Haynie. From the pioneering submarine Hunley and its secrets to the atomic bomb that fell on a farm in Mars Bluff in 1958, this collection makes history fun and pulls back the curtain on some of the state’s most fascinating and compelling stories. 193 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $3.95

- **2995131** SOUTH CAROLINA MYTHS & LEGENDS, SECOND EDITION. By Rachel Haynie. From the mysterious disappearance of daring young aviator Paul Redfern to rumors of hidden Confederate gold, this volume makes history fun and pulls back the curtain on some of the state’s most fascinating and compelling stories. Photos. 280 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

- **2991705** IT HAPPENED IN SAN FRANCISCO. By Maxine Cass. Offers a unique look at intriguing people and episodes from the history of the City by the Bay. In an easy to read style that is entertaining and informative, Cass recounts some of her city’s most captivating moments. 156 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

- **3703274** THE DELAWARE VALLEY IN THE EARLY REPUBLIC: Architecture, Landscape, and Regional Identity. By Gabrielle M. Lainer. Through narratives of individual lives, aggregate data from tax rolls and censuses, archival research, and close analysis of the built vernacular environment, Lainer examines the unique ethnic, class, and religious constitution of each sub-region of the Delaware Valley, as well as its cultural imprint on the landscape. 250 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $54.00. $7.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/808**
American Regional & Local Histories

**2940183** HUDDSON’S: Detroit’s Legendary Department Store. By M. Hauser & M. Wolpert. The J.L. Hudson’s Department store on Woodward Ave was more that just a store, it was a Detroit icon and a world class cultural center. Utilizing many rare photographs, the authors capture the glory days of Detroit’s famous retail entity. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99

**3729966** NEVADA MYTHS & LEGENDS, SECOND EDITION. The True Stories Behind History’s Mysteries. By Frank W. Price. From an ancient tribe of red-haired cannibals to hidden caches of stolen gold, Moreno makes history fun and pulls back the curtain on nineteen of the Silver State’s most fascinating and compelling stories. Illus. 214 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**370100X** SHOWDOWN! Lionhearted Lawmen of Old California. By William B. Secrest. The author tells the tales of six forgotten California lawmen who had a lasting impact on the region’s events and eventually civilizing Old California. With in depth examinations of the crimes of the day and the careers of the intrepid men who investigated them, this volume offers up a new chapter of Old West history. Illus. 308 pages. Craven Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**2781263** DAYS OF DARKNESS: The Feuds of Eastern Kentucky. By John Ed Pearce. Among the darkest corners of Kentucky’s past are the grisly feuds that tore apart the hills of Eastern Kentucky for over 100 years. This story examines the feud from the perspective of the hills area for the city’s inhabitants. Join the authors as they take us on a new chapter of Old West history. Illus. 214 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**2945730** MINES: The Engineering Academy. By Dave & Ralph Dougherty. Recounts the story of Mines--the Colorado School of Mines (CSM)–particularly from 1947 to the early 1960s, its student life, and the traditions and excellence lost in a changing environment. Not only the universities subject itself to tinkering by outside forces unable to recognize the value of engineering and teaching greatness in others. Illus. 346 pages. Parker & Powder. Pub. at $25.00

**2940094** GIMBELS HAS IT! By Michael J. Lisicky. In the 1840s, Adam Gimbel opened a humble dry goods store in Vincennes, Indiana, that began a retail dynasty spanning three centuries. With memories from family members and Gimbelites, a few classic recipes and celebrity interviews, the author celebrates the remarkable history of this beloved department store. Will 157 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


**2951614** COLORADO: A People’s History. By James J. Noël. This thoroughly revised edition is chock-full of the best and latest information on Colorado, with thirty new chapters, updated text, more than 100 color maps and 100 color photos, and a best-of list of the state’s hundreds of tourist attractions. 356 pages. UKP. 129½x

**2778920** ONE ROOM: Schools and Schoolteachers in the Pioneer West. By Gail L. Jenner. Celebrates and investigates an American institution with stories of heroism, perseverance, and even humor. Illustrated with archival and private photographs of classroom objects and scenes, the book reveals the earliest surviving and the pioneers who forged communities. 180 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

**2976272** FLORIDA AT WAR: Ports and Battles. By D. Spindler. Florida’s military camps, and military battles have been part of Florida’s history since the earliest times. Revisit 247 forts and relive the days when the state’s waterways challenged the defensive capabilities of nations seeking to colonize it, including Spain, France, and England. 256 color illustrations. Upper $19.95

**2940221** LAKE GEORGE SHIPWRECKS AND SUNKEN HISTORY. By J.W. Zarzynski & B. Benway. A treasure of history lies submerged beneath the dark surface of Lake George. After years of exploring the lake bed, the authors, an underwater archaeologist and an archaeological diver, present the most intriguing discoveries among more than two hundred known shipwrecks. Illus. 192 pages. Schiffer. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.99

**2991616** HEROES OF NEW YORK HARBOR: Tales from the City’s Port. By Marian Betancourt. Meet the more than a dozen women who, like New York Harbor pilot, operated a headstrong widow who single handedly operated a boat on a tide of rocks that had once sent scores of ships and sailors to their deaths. Then join the author as the harbor test an invention that would reshape the shipping industry and change the way the world does business. Illus. 184 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**3745295** HOTELS OF THE OLD WEST. By Richard A. Van Orman. Reveals the fascinating story of the hotels and hospitality houses—the grand, the deplorable, and the just plain dependable—that flourished and failed in the 19th century. Drawing on research, family memoirs, and archives, Van Orman offers a compelling look at the early hotels, their food and living conditions, the people and those who stayed for the night. Illus. 118 pages. Upper $19.95

**3727816** OGGALLA: A Century on the Trail. By Elaine Nielsen. Details the fascinating history of a small town on the edge of the Nebraska Sandhills from 1823 to 1893 and highlights the stories of the people who lived there. This book examines the social, economic, environmental, political, and cultural development of the American West as a whole. Well illus. 102 pages. Upper $14.95

**2936684** WICKED SALEM: Exploring Lingering Lore & Legends. By Sam Ballruse. From the recently pinpointed gallows where innocents were hanged for witchcraft to the recently pinpointed gallows where innocents were hanged for witchcraft to the hot spot that has become synonymous with witches, rakes, and rogues. Illus. 254 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**2994313** THE PLAZA: The Secret Life of America’s Most Famous Hotel. By Julie Satow. This is the story of one of New York’s most historic addresses that has become synonymous with wealth and scandal, opportunity and tragedy. With glamour on the surface and strife behind the scenes, the hotel’s account of its history has become a mirror reflecting New York’s place at the center of the country’s cultural narrative for over a century. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 356 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $24.95

**6976026** PIRATES OF THE PRAIRIE: Outlaws and Vigilantes in America’s Heartland. By Ken Lizzi. The dramatic story of outlaws and vigilantes on the American frontier involves an exciting mix of historical nuance and local color. In the beginning of their careers, they were part of the lawless and law-abiding heartland of the nineteenth century. Yet, there was an earlier frontier, Illinois, which was yet one of the beginning frontier, Illinois, which was yet one of the beginning frontier, Illinois, which was yet one of the beginning frontier, Illinois, which was yet one of the beginnings of the Old West.

See more titles at erhbc.com/808
**General American History**

**LIMITED EDITION 3721264 A HISTORY OF AMERICA IN TEN STORIES.** By Erik Olin Darling. A labor historian recounts workers’ strikes in American labor history that everyone needs to know about, and then provides an annotated list of the 150 most important moments in American labor history in the appendix. Loomis offers a fresh perspective on American history from the boots up. 301 pages. New Press. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95 2973093 PEACHES & DADDY. By Michael M. Greenburg. Recounts the amazing and unverifiable tale of a secret separation of Frances “Peaches” Heenan, a fifteen year old high school dropout, and Edward ‘Daddy’ Browning, a fifty-one year old man. This tale tells the story against a backdrop of Prohibition, jazz, and the impending stock market crash. Illus. 352 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $22.95 $3.95

374463 THE EVE OF DESTRUCTION: How 1965 Transformed America. By James T. Patterson. At the dawn of 1965, America seemed to be leaning into a golden age. But before long, the Civil Rights Movement and Vietnam War would dethrone a heady stride between the American people. Patterson now traces this transformative year, exploring how it reshaped the nation and reset the course of American life. It is 410 pages. Basic. $4.95 5933498 JEB! AND THE BUSH CRIME FAMILY. The Inside Story of an American Dynasty. By R. Stone & S.J. Hunt. After detailing the vast litany of Jeb’s misdeeds, Stone and Hunt go back to Bush patriarchy, Sarah and Jeb, right on through the trial of George H.W. and George W. Bush to weave an epic story of privilege, greed, corruption, drug profiteering, assassination, misremembering, and lies. It is 616 pages. Little. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3714853 LINCOLN’S LAST DAYS. By Bill O’Reilly & D.J. Zimmerman. A gripping account of one of the most dramatic nights in American history—how one gunshot changed the country forever. With an unforgettable cast of characters and page-turning action, this is history that reads like a thriller. Ages 10 & up. Well illus. 316 pages. Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

2841703 CHILDREN OF THE WESTERN PLAINS: The Nineteenth-Century Experience. By Marilyn Irvin Holt. Rescues the experience of children from the usual adult perspective on Western history. In this fascinating review, Holt explores what life was like for young pioneers in the 19th century. Well illus. 224 pages, Ivan R. Dee. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

2900874 KILLING LINCOLN: The Shocking Assassination That Changed America Forever. By Bill O’Reilly & M. Dugard. One of the most dramatic stories in American history: how one gunshot changed the country forever. With an unforgettable cast of characters and page-turning action, this is history that reads like a thriller. Ages 10 & up. Well illus. 316 pages. Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

2873005 ON THIS DATE: From Pilgrims to Today, Discovering America One Day at a Time. By Carl M. Cannon. Capturing tidbits through 500 years of American history, Cannon focuses on fascinating and sometimes unknown stories behind specific dates, debunking popular myths and celebrating forgotten heroes along the way. Photos. 430 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

690070 THE JFK ASSASSINATION, REVISED EDITION. By John F. Kennedy. A fresh perspective on the myth of the powerful Cold War hero that has enveloped 50 years of research and writing and may involve a conspiracy. In 1963, the author, who was Kennedy’s official Warren Commission aide, was one of the four men who were at the epicenter of the breaking story of JFK’s assassination. The author, Bob Hershler, Bill Mercer, George Pleshak and Wes Wise, were among those responsible for covering the tragedy and its aftermath for KRLD, the Dallas CBS TV and radio station. 207 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

2995263 WHEN THE NEWS WENT LIVE–DALLAS 1963: 50th Anniversary Edition. By Fletcher Prouty. Tells the story of the four men who were at the epicenter of the breaking story of JFK’s assassination. The authors, Bob Hufsker, Bill Mercer, George Pleshak and Wes Wise, were among those responsible for covering the tragedy and its aftermath for KRLD, the Dallas CBS TV and radio station. 207 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

3762211 REBEL LAWYER: Wayne Collins and the Defense of Japanese American Rights. By Charles Wollenberg. Tells the story of the key cases pertaining to the World War II incarceration of 120,000 people of Japanese ancestry and the trial attorney who defended them. Through careful research, Wollenberg takes readers through each case, and offers readers an understanding of how Collins came to be the most effective defender of the Western Coasts Japanese American population. 138 pages. Heyday. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

2927972 DFR GOES TO WAR. By Anila & Burton W. Folsom. In this provocative study, the authors make a stunning case that will forever change how we think about the JFK assassination. Based on years of research and interviews, Reston makes the case that Texas Governor John Connolly, not JFK, was the intended target of Lee Harvey Oswald. Book Club Edition. Illus. 203 pages. Loomis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $2.95

2925540 TOMORROW-LAND: The 1964-65 World’s Fair and the Transformation of America. By Joseph Tiriolo. The 1964-1965 World’s Fair was the end of an era in American history, the final vestige of the black-and-white conformity of Eisenhower’s 1950s and the brief Camelot of the JFK years. It was all slipping away: the future had arrived. Little. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95


2885190 PHENOMENA: The Secret History of the U.S. Government’s Investigations into Extrasensory Perception and Psychokinesis. For more than forty years, the U.S. government has researched extrasensory perception. Now the author tells the story of these radical, controversial, and sometimes declassé documents as well as exclusive interviews with former CIA and Defense Department scientists, analysts, and the psychics themselves. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 527 pages. Little. Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95


**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**


**1984060X THE GIFTED GENERATION: When Government Was Good.** By David Goldfield. Argues that the American government was instrumental in the great economic, social, and intellectual advances of the twentieth century. Examines the presidencies of three key figures in these areas: Harry S. Truman, Dwight D. Eisenhower, and Lyndon Baines Johnson. Goldfield shows how the nation's leaders created conditions for the most gifted generation in U.S. history. 24 pages of photos. 534 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $35.00

**2946726 THE JKF FILES.** By Peter Kros. In October 2017, the National Archives released almost 5,000 documents in regards to the assassination of John F. Kennedy. This study pinpoints the most relevant files and what they mean in the documentary history of the assassination. Also includes stunning new photographs that feature the most gripping moments of Kennedy's assassination. 488 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6685385 SHOOTING LINCOLN: Mathew Brady, Alexander Gardner, and the Race to Photograph the Story of the Century.** By Nicholas J.C. Pistor. Brady and Gardner were the media moguls of their day and by the end of the Civil War were locked in a fierce competition. When the biggest story of the century happened, they each had a different vision of how to capture their competition intensified. The photos they took electrified the country and built the media we know today. Photos. 223 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00

**6910544 A SQUARE MEAL: A Culinary History of the Great Depression.** By J. Zimmern. In an in depth exploration at how a nation’s greatest financial crisis transformed its culinary culture, the authors examine how economic contraction and environmental disaster shaped the American diet, and share the lessons and insights we can glean from that dark period. Photos. 314 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99

**2984252 A NATION WITHOUT BORDERS: The United States and Its Northern Neighbors in the Age of Civil Wars, 1830-1910.** By Steven Hahn. An ambitious history of American imperial expansion and capitalist development that consists of a fascinating rewrite of late-century United States history to capture the tensions and contradictions between nation and empire in a perspective that promises to be as enduring as it is controversial. 596 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**2891553 THE GREAT SMOKESTAK OF 1877: A True Story of Southern Girl, Gilded Age Tycoons, and a Race That Galvanized the Nation.** By Mark Shreger. Three horses, one race, and a nation still divided by Civil War. The race was held at the Allegheny Track Race Track in Baltimore at a time when the nation entered the Era of Reconstruction. Shreger recounts that epic sporting event, along with the fortunes and misfortunes of the horses’ trainers, and jockeys. 16 pages of photos. 441 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**2987453 THE GAME: Harvard, Yale, and America in 1968.** By George Howe Colt. On November 23, 1968, there was a football game: the season-ending clash between Harvard and Yale that ended in a tie score. Colt narrates the story of that historic football game: the season-ending clash between Harvard and Yale that ended in a tie score. 386 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00

**2015450 THE KENNEDY BROTHERS: The Rise and Fall of Jack and Bobby.** By Richard D. Mahoney. A masterful account of two men whose legacy continues to hold the American imagination. Mahoney reveals how the Kennedys lived their days of power in a dangerous, trackless territory, and presents them in all their hubris and humanity, youthfulness and fatality. 16 pages of photos. 441 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**3919153 THE GREAT UNDAY OF 1877: A True Story of Southern Girl, Gilded Age Tycoons, and a Race That Galvanized the Nation.** By Mark Shreger. Three horses, one race, and a nation still divided by Civil War. The race was held at the Allegheny Track Race Track in Baltimore at a time when the nation entered the Era of Reconstruction. Shreger recounts that epic sporting event, along with the fortunes and misfortunes of the horses’ trainers, and jockeys. 16 pages of photos. 441 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**2015450 THE KENNEDY BROTHERS: The Rise and Fall of Jack and Bobby.** By Richard D. Mahoney. A masterful account of two men whose legacy continues to hold the American imagination. Mahoney reveals how the Kennedys lived their days of power in a dangerous, trackless territory, and presents them in all their hubris and humanity, youthfulness and fatality. 16 pages of photos. 441 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**2872781 THE 40S: The Story of a Decade.** By The New Yorker. In the 1940s, the New Yorker came of age, stepping beyond humor and wry social observation to explore a wide range of real essential cultural highlights. Here, notable contributions that shaped The New Yorker’s pages throughout the decade are placed in history by the magazine’s current writers. 696 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95

**281823X THE 60S: The Story of a Decade.** By The New Yorker. The 1960s was the most tumultuous decade of the twentieth century—no magazine chronicled the immediate aftermath of the civil rights movement, the assassinations of Robert F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr., the peace movement, and the Vietnam War better than The New Yorker. Here are real-time accounts of these years, brought to immediate and profound life. 705 pages. Modern Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00

**5975652 THE 50S: The Story of a Decade.** By The New Yorker. The 1950s were complex times, in which the aftermath of Total Victory gave way to Cold War paranoia. The New Yorker was there, chronicling the tensions and innovations that lay beneath the surface. Classic works of reporting, fiction, and criticism are complemented by new present-day writers examining the 1950s through contemporary eyes. 764 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $33.00

**2850842 WORKING TOWARD WHITENESS: How America’s Immigrants Became White.** By David R. Roediger. The author recounts how ethnic groups considered undesirable were initially viewed as undesirables by the WASP establishment. Once assimilated as fully white, many of them adopted the racism of those whites who were already white. Roediger explores the mechanisms by which immigrants came to enjoy the advantages of being white in America. 341 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

**5803284 THE SUPPRESSED HISTORY OF AMERICAN BANKING: How Big Banks Fought Jackson, Killed Lincoln & Caused the Civil War.** By Xaviant Haze. In this startling investigation, Haze reveals how the powerful Rothschild banking family and the Central Bank, now known as the Federal Reserve Bank, shockingly tied together the War of 1812, the Civil War, the financial crisis of the 1800s, and assassination attempts on Presidents Jackson and Lincoln. 231 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**6872905 ON WINGS OF EAGLES.** By Ken Follett. When two of his employees were held hostage in a heavily guarded prison fortress, the man in charge of the hostage situation was one man: business man Hoss Perot. His team consisted of a group of volunteers from the executive ranks of his corporation, headquartered in Dallas, Texas. Ken Follett’s Ben Beret officer—who faced insurmountable odds to free the imprisoned Americans: 16 pages of photos. 384 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00


**2849518 A LIE TOO BIG TO FAIL: THE Real History of the Assassination of Robert F. Kennedy.** By Lisa Pease. Lays out in meticulous detail how the investigation of Robert Kennedy’s assassination was botched. Pease reveals through a combination of records research and interviews with participants how the trial was a sham, and how the prosecution did not dare to follow where the evidence led. She also posits why Kennedy was killed, and the hand it had to bat silenced, 512 pages. Feral House. Pub. at $29.95


**6599125 PROJECT MK-ULTRA AND MIND CONTROL TECHNOLOGY.** Ed. by Axel Balthazar. A compilation of groundbreaking research on MK-ultra and CIA’s mind control experiments on unwitting human subjects, ordered destroyed by Richard Helms in 1973. This collection includes, for the first time, theMK-ultra documents released by the CIA through the Freedom of Information Act, and also includes over 150 patents pertaining to a variety of subjects on mind control. 384 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/808
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**BISON**

**927 pages. TIMBER. PUB. AT $79.95**

Uses, as charted here, are wide ranging and fascinating.

**274 pages. NORTON. PUB. AT $26.95**

**3732150 NATIVE AMERICANS IN FLORIDA.** by Kevin M. McCarthy. Explores the importance of archaeology in preserving the past for future generations, how archaeological discoveries can enhance our understanding of how even young people can gain hands-on experience on a real dig. McCarthy provides detailed descriptions of artifacts, events, and the lives of the Native American communities. Illus. 194 pages. Pineapple Press. Pub. at $19.95.

**2879476 PANAMINT SHOSHONE BASKETRY.** by Eva Slater. In this fascinating volume, Slater explores a people who have survived in the harsh conditions of California’s Death Valley and showcases their significant art form that has been a vital part of the California desert. Well illus., some in color; 139 pages. Sagebrush. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $24.95.


**2985519 THE DROWNING OF THE INDIANS.** by Benjamin O. Anderson et al. UNeP. Pub. at $150.00

**2801385 PLAINS INDIANS, 2ND EDITION: Regalia & Customs, by Bad Hand.** Through original photos and recreations, rare primary sources, and updated content, this stunning volume provides an invaluable resource not only on Plains Indians, but on bringing past peoples to full, colorful life. 272 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $42.95.

**288576X THE HEARTBEAT OF WOUNDED KNEE: Native America from 1876 to 1890.** by David Treuer. Melds history with reportage and memoir to explore how the depredations of each era spawned new modes of survival. The depredating forces of land gave rise to increasingly sophisticated legal and political maneuvering. This is the essential, intimate story of a resilient people in a transformative epoch. 512 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $26.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95.


**3605701 THE CALIFORNIA AND OREGON TRAIL: Sketches of Prairie and Rocky Mountain Life.** by Francis Parkman. Presents the thrilling account of how Parkman, a Harvard educationist, spent the summer of 1846 journeying from St. Louis through the Great Plains and Black Hills to the Rockies. 448 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99.

**6589012 THE GUNFIGHTERS: How the West Was Won.** by Bruce Wheeler. Takes a closer look at the most famous Wild West gun slingers, such as Doc Holliday, Wyatt Earp, and Wild Bill, and more. Using meticulous detail these pages explore the truth and tall tales surrounding the gunfighters’ lives and the guns and tools they used. Well illus., in color 176 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99.

**666234X WANTON WEST: Madams, Money, Murder, and the Wild Women of Montana’s Frontier.** by Lael Morgan. Brings to life the women of the West’s wildest region—Montana—famous for its lawlessness, boomtowns, and America’s largest and longest-enduring red-light districts. The state was a beacon for independent women who refused to accept traditional roles, and prostitutes and entrepreneurs flocked there to make their own money: gambling, drink, and raise hell just like the men. Photos. 304 pages. CQ Press. Pub. at $17.95.

**6972543 BLOOD BROTHERS: The Story of the Strange Friendship Between Sitting Bull and Buffalo Bill.** by Deanne Stillman. For four months in 1885 the Lakota chief Sitting Bull appeared in Cody’s Wild West show. As the show traversed America, Sitting Bull and Cody formed an unlikely partnership, united in mutual respect. It is a testament to the enduring appeal of the American West and the cross-cultural heroes who crossed borders to engage as human beings. Photos. 286 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00.

**3716821 DRIVEN WEST: Andrew Jackson and the Trail of Tears to the Civil War.** by A. J. Langage. It’s the story of a work of narrative history. Langange portrays four of the most turbulent decades in the growth of the American nation. He captures the idealism and betrayal of leaders as they steered a raw and vibrant nation in the rush to its destiny. Illus. 466 pages. S&S. Pub. at $16.00.

**3086301 THE GREAT COWBOY STRIKE.** by Mark Lause. The cowboy embodies the traits of “rugged individualism.” In reality, cowboys were grossly exploited and underpaid seasonal workers, who responded to the abuses of their employers with a series of militant strikes. This account subverts American mythology to reveal the class abuses and inequalities that have blinded a nation to its true history. 16 pages of photos. 283 pages. Verso. Pub. at $29.95.

———

**3043855 PLAINS INDIANS, 2ND EDITION: Regalia & Customs, by Bad Hand.** Through original photos and recreations, rare primary sources, and updated content, this stunning volume provides an invaluable resource not only on Plains Indians, but on bringing past peoples to full, colorful life. 272 pages. Crown. Pub. at $30.00.

**2932779 THE MORAVIAN MISSION DIARIES OF DAVID ZEISBERGER, 1772-1781.** Ed. by H. Wellenreuther & C. Wessel. 656 pages. FUP. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

**2955519 THE PAYNE-BUTTRICK PAPERS, ed. by William L. Anderson et al. UNEP. Pub. at $150.00.


**3040834 AMERICAN VAMPIRES IN THE WEST.** by Benjamin O. Anderson et al. UNeP. 9½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00

**6089391 THE APACHE: The Hunt for Geronimo, the Apache Kid, and the Captive Boy Who Started the Longest War in American History.** by Mark A. Lause. Through original photos and recreations, rare primary sources, and updated content, this stunning volume provides an invaluable resource not only on Plains Indians, but on bringing past peoples to full, colorful life. 272 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $42.95.
Slavery

3742083 THE UNITED STATES AND THE TRANSatlANTIC SLAVE TRADE TO THE AMERICAS, 1492–1688. Edited by Kristofer F. Pettigrew and Mariko Marques. A provocative investigation of the participation of the United States in the transatlantic slave trade to the Americas from the American Revolution to the Civil War providing a rich analysis of a complex subject. 313 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

3705808 MONEY OVER MASTERY, FAMILY OVER FREEDOM: Slavery in the Antebellum Upper South. By Calvin Schermehon. Proposes a new way of understanding the role of American slaves in the antebellum marketplace. Rather than work against it, as one might suppose, enslaved people engaged with the market in a way that somewhat as if free Americans. Slaves focused their attention on not making money, but on keeping their kin out of the coffles of the slave trade. 286 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $53.00 $7.95

★ 2913518 I WAS BORN IN SLAVERY: Personal Accounts of Slavery in Texas. Ed. by Andrew Waters. The twenty-eight selections included in this collection show that Texas slaves had their own cultural life and were part of a wider world of slavery as depicted through their Western culture. Along with descriptions of the frontier, the words of these slaves provide poignant insights into what it was like to live as a slave in the area. Photos. 164 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ 3704904 ON JORDAN’S STORMY BANKS: Personal Accounts of Slavery in Georgia. Ed. by Andrew Waters. This collection presents the personal narratives of twenty-eight Georgia slaves. Terror and joy are often evident within the same interviews, as the ex-slaves tell of the abuses they endured while they simultaneously yearn for youthful days. The result is a complex mix of emotions spoken out of a past that must not be forgotten. 196 pages. John F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

★ 370484X BEFORE FREEDOM, WHEN I JUST CAN REMEMBER. Ed. by Belinda Hurmence. The editor has chosen twenty-seven narratives from the twelve hundred pages of interviews with 264 former South Carolina slaves who gave their personal oral histories. The result is a moving, eloquent, and often surprising first-hand account of the last years of slavery and the first years of freedom. Photos. 263 pages. John F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

★ 3756297 THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD RECORDS. By William Still. As a conductor for the Underground Railroad, Still helped as many as eight hundred people escape enslavement. He also meticulously collected letters, biographical sketches, arrival memos, and逃跑 notices. These essential records and stories highlight the remarkable determination demonstrated by those trying to subvert bondage. 362 pages. Modern Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95

★ 2913577 MIGHTY ROUGH TIMES, I TELL YOU: Personal Accounts of Slavery in Tennessee. Ed. by Andrew Waters. Gathers thirty-six former slaves stories who lived in Tennessee “under the yoke.” The voices in this volume recall the extreme cruelty of the border country, a powder keg of mixed Union and Confederate sympathies at the time of the Civil War. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


★ 3724662 ‘I WAS TRANSFORMED!’: Frederick Douglass—An American Slave in Victorian Britain. By Laurence Fenton. Drawing on a wide array of sources from both sides of the Atlantic, Fenton offers a unique and compelling look to the early years of one of the great figures of the 19th century world with rich profiles of the enormous personalities at the heart of the transatlantic abolitionist movement. 160 pages. Amherst. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

★ 6985351 SLAVE NARRATIVES. Ed. by W.L. Andrews & H.L. Gates Jr. Collects ten works published between 1772 and 1864 that provide an accounting of the sale and degradation of slavery while testifying to the African American struggle for freedom and dignity. Together these texts fuse memory, advocacy, and defiance into a searing collective portrait of American life before emancipation. Includes ribbon bookmark. 1035 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

★ 2908139 BARRACON: The Story of the Last “Black Cargo”. By Zora Neale Hurston. Describes Martin Luther King, Jr. at the pinnacle of his powers in the Civil Rights Movement. His dedication to nonviolence in the face of white supremacist actions and the courage King inspired in others, are fully revealed here. Abridged, ten hours on 8 CDs. S&S. Pub. at $39.95 $4.95

★ 2908161 1619: Jamestown and the Forging of American Democracy. By James Horn. Sheds new light on the year that gave birth to the most important political development in American history, the rise of democracy, and the emergence of what would in time become one of the nation’s greatest challenges: the corrosive legacy of slavery and inequality. Alan Lane. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 2908162 YULE TIDE IN DIXIE: Christmas Traditions and Christmas Slaves of the Confederacy. By Andrew Waters. Describes Martin Luther King, Jr. at the pinnacle of his powers in the Civil Rights Movement. His dedication to nonviolence in the face of white supremacist actions and the courage King inspired in others, are fully revealed here. Abridged, ten hours on 8 CDs. S&S. Pub. at $39.95 $4.95

★ 295290X A MATTER OF JUSTICE: Eisenhower and the Beginning of the Civil Rights Revolution. By David A. Nichols. Fifty years after President Eisenhower ordered troops to Little Rock to enforce a desegregation order, Nichols presents an original and engrossing narrative that places the President and his civil rights policies in a dramatically new light. Photos. 353 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00 $3.95

★ 3693600 STAMPED FROM THE BEGINNING: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in America. By Ibram X. Kendi. To understand and confront issues of racism today, we need to understand how racist ideas were developed, disseminated, and enshrined in our society. Using the lives of five major American intellectuals, Kendi chronicles the origin, evolution, and spread of racist ideas and the staggering power over the course of American history. 583 pages. Nation Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

★ 3687481 SELF-EVIDENT TRUTHS: Contesting Equal Rights from the Revolution to the Civil War. By Richard C. Brown. A distinguished historian shows that despite its founding statement that “all men are created equal,” the early republic struggled in over and over to hold the form of social and political inequality. He offers a much-needed exploration of the ways revolutionary political ideas penetrated popular thinking and everyday practice. Illus. 387 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00 $5.95
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3711455 KLANDESTINE. By Pat McMichael. This fast-paced history traces the escalating racial violence that followed the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and then documents how Klan lawyer Arthur J. Hanes and checkbook journalist William Bradley aided by dozens of other Klansmen and Klanswomen in order to maintain their power and subvert the civil rights movement. 380 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. At $15.99

3707745 THE LYNCHING: The Epic Courtroom Battle That Brought Down the Klan. By Lawrence Leamer. Henry Hays, a member of the UKA, was sentenced to death, the first time in more than half a century that the state of Alabama had given that penalty to a white man for killing a black man. Mississippi saw this an opportunity to set a legal precedent. This is the suspenseful true story of the Klan. 16 pages of photos. Morrow. Paperback. At $15.99

366652X STARS FOR FREEDOM: Hollywood, Black Celebrities, and the Civil Rights Movement. By Emily Raymond. Through meticulous research, engaging writing, and new interviews with key players, Raymond traces the careers of Tressie McMillan Cude, Harry Belafonte, Davis, Ruby Dee, Sammy Davis Jr., Dick Gregory, and Sidney Poitier—against the backdrop of the civil rights movement. Photos. 312 pages. LWP. At $45.95

3761513 LIFT EVERY VOICE: The NAACP and the Making of the Civil Rights Movement. By Patricia Sullivan. A momentous history of the struggle for civil rights told through the stories of men and women who fought inescapable racial subordination—the act of impeding racial progress in pursuit of non-racist interests. 240 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00

3867463 THE RACIAL GLASS CEILING: Subordination in American Law and Culture. By Brooks. This race problem African Americans face today as a three-headed hydra involving socioeconomic, judicial, and cultural conditions that are so deeply entrenched and in this compelling study, Brooks, a legal scholar, defines the problem largely as racial subordination—the act of impeding racial progress in pursuit of non-racist interests. 240 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00


369081 LOVING: Interracial Intimacy in America and the Threat to White Supremacy. By Sherryl Cashin. Both a history of white supremacy and a hopeful treatise on the future of the civil rights movement in America, Cashin challenges the notion that trickle-down progressive politics is our only hope for a more inclusive society. 237 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $26.95

★ 377151X THE OTHER SIDE OF THE RIVER. By Alex Kotlowitz. When the body of Eric McGinnis, a black teenage boy from Benton Harbor, is found in the St. Joseph River, Kotlowitz focuses the electoral power of black America. In telling the story of the murder of a black man, Robert S. Abbott–Michaeli constructs a revelatory narrative of race in America. Photos. 322 pages. H. Paperbound. At $17.00

★ 3770134 THE BLOOD OF EMMETT TILL. By Timothy B. Tyson. Part detective story, part political history, this extraordinary work resonates the most notorious hate crime in American history, drawing on new evidence including a shocking admission of Till’s innocence from the white woman in whose name he was killed. 291 pages. S&S. Paperbound. At $17.00

★ 3745309 THE FIRE IS UPON US: James Baldwin, William F. Buckley Jr., and the Debate That Divided America. By Nicholas Buccola. Tells the full story of the debate between James Baldwin, the leading literary voice of the civil rights movement, and William F. Buckley Jr., the radically different paths that led Baldwin and Buckley to it; the controversies that followed; and how the debate and the decades-long clash between the civil rights movement and the white establishment. 482 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. At $29.95

★ 285837 FREEDOM’S DETECTIVE: The Secret Service, the Ku Klux Klan and the Man Who Masterminded America’s First War on Terror. By Charles Lane. Reveals the under-reported role of the Reconstruction-era United States Secret Service and their battle against the Ku Klux Klan, through the career of its ·controversial chief, Hiram C. Whitley. This gripping, fast-paced history chronicles his central role in a long lost chapter of American history. 348 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $26.99


★ 6877718 PLEASE STOP HELPING US: How Liberals Make It Harder for Blacks to Get Jobs. By David Frum. This timely book examines how well intentioned welfare programs are in fact hindering black Americans back in theory these efforts are intended to help the poverty-stricken, mainstream America in particular. In practice they become massive barriers to moving forward. This volume lays bare these counterproductive results. 206 pages. Encounter Books. Paperbound. At $15.99

★ 2898801 I CAN’T BREATHE. By Matt Taibbi. 322 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $28.00


★ 2855787 JUDGE LYNCH: His First Hundred Years. By Frank Shay. 288 pages. Patterson Smith. PRICE CUT to $4.95

2912880 THE GOOD FIGHT: America’s Ongoing Struggle for Justice. By K. Smolkin & J. Ewitt. 258 pages. Against All Odds. $14.95/12%. At $35.00

Historic American Writings

★ 3734935 TEN DAYS IN A MAD-HOUSE: A Story of the Tragic Report. By Nellie Bly. At the age of 23, pioneering reporter Nellie Bly faked dementia in order to expose abuses of patients in Blackwell’s Island Asylum in New York City. This new edition of her groundbreaking reports from the asylum features 17 period illustrations from the original publication. 88 pages. PUB. AT $7.95

6802737 THE U.S. CONSTITUTION, SECOND EDITION: Idol’s Guide to the Constitution As Easy as It Gets! By Timothy Harper. Provides readers with an in-depth look at the historic document that serves as the basis for American democracy, from its creation to today. Includes coverage of Articles I through VII; a study of all 27 Amendments; fascinating facts on failed and pending amendments; and more. 320 pages. Alpha Paperback. At $19.95

2858657 RATIFICATION: The People Debate the Constitution, 1787-1788. By Pauline Maier. The author tells the dramatic story of the yearlong battle over ratification of the document that would become the legal foundation of our nation. This account offers insights into a document whose meaning continues to be subject to interpretation. It is a revelation of the convictions and aspirations on which our country was built. Photos. 588 pages. S&S. Paperbound. At $20.00

2860767 RFK: His Words for Our Times. Ed. by E.O. Guthman & C.R. Allen. Through his own words we gain a direct and intimate perspective on Kennedy’s views on civil rights and social justice, and the quest for peace, poverty and the power of work, and the common aspirations that we share across the divides of race, gender, age, and circumstances. An inspiring collection of his most famous speeches accompanied by commentary from notable historians. 16 pages of photos. 442 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. At $29.95


★ 6994746 THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: Writings from the Pamphlet Debate, 1764-1776. Ed. by Gordon S. Wood. This landmark set of thirty-nine pamphlets charts the course of the political crisis that led to the independence of the American colonies. Written by leaders like Franklin, Jefferson, Adams, Thomas Jefferson, and Thomas Paine, this is a superb resource for understanding the evolution of American thought. 1,889 pages in two volumes. S&S. Paperback. Price cut to $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/808
297502 ZOHULP: THE NONSENSE FACTORY: The Making and Breaking of the American Legal Establishment. By Gilbert Gibney. This account provides a lucid survey of the entire legal system, from the grandeur of Constitutional law to the squabbles of Congress. The author offers a lively account, alert to legal absurdities, without ever losing sight of the law’s potential. 304 pages. Hachette. Pub at $29.00 21.95

3867323 DEWAITING THE DEAD. By Don Herzog. 270 pages. Palisades. Pub at $14.95 4.95


Politics

689467 THE SCANDALOUS PRESIDENCY OF BARACK OBAMA. By Matt Mangold. Presented in disturbing detail are dozens of true and virtually ignored scandals from the Obama years. What emerges is a portrait of a President and an administration with no regard for Constitutional norms and the rule of law—and even worse, no clear sense of consequences for lawless actions. 206 pages. Bombardier. Pub at $29.95 15.95

687349 GUILTY AS SIN. By Edward Klein. When FBI Director James Comey announced that Hillary Clinton would not be indicted for mishandling classified information, America was stunned. Uncover the real story behind Hillary’s email scandals and the dirty political games that have kept her one step ahead of the law. 266 pages. Regnery. Pub at $27.99 14.95

282380 HOW TRUMP WON: The Inside Story of a Revolution. By J.B. Pollock & L. Schweikart. Donald Trump blindsided them all: the media, campaign consultants on both sides, and Hillary Clinton’s vaunted data operation. Now two insiders, a prescient historian and a reporter with the inside scoop, reveal the true story of how Trump defied the pundits, beat the polls, and won. 294 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub at $16.99 3.95


318897 GUARDIANS OF AMERICA: The True Story of the Secret Service. By Jesse Eisinger. Exposes one of the most important scandals of our time, showing how our Justice Department has come to avoid, bungle, and miss the real threats to national security. A fascinating look at the methods and mindset of the Justice Department. 377 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub at $18.00 4.95

288805X THE TRUMP LEAKS: The Onion Exposes the Top Secret Memos, Emails, Memos, and Doodles That Could Take Down a President. In an era besieged by darkness and lies, The Onion has fearlessly published hundreds of leaks and previously confidential information obtained from an anonymous whistle blower deep within the Trump White House. The earth shattering revelations contained within this book will leave readers stunned and laughing. 305 pages. The Onion. Paperbound. Pub at $18.99  $6.95

296452X TRULY TOTALLY TRUMPK: A Collection of Put-Downs, Insults & Utterable Ordeals from a Guy Nobody Knows. By Jesse Eisinger. A humorous look at all of the best insults, one liners, burns, and jabs from America’s 47th President. From Trump’s White House to a world armed with wit and words. A powerful collection that will be sure to delight will any Trump fan. 254 pages. The Onion. Paperbound. Pub at $18.99  $4.95

2841754 FIELDS FOR PRESIDENT: The Story of W.C. Fields. By W.C. Fields. In this wonderful parody from 1940, the comedian announces his candidacy for America’s highest office, offering sound advice on a number of topical issues. From marriage, divorce, and marriage again, to the making of a film star, to the writing of a comedy. He wins our votes with his satirical views on marriage, divorce, and business success, and more. Illus. 120 pages. Taylor Trade. Paperbound. Pub at $12.95 4.95

Limited Quantity: 3747530 THE ACCIDENTAL PRESIDENT: Harry S. Truman and the Four Months That Changed the World. By A.J. Baime. Chosen as FDR’s fourth-term vice president for his well-played war ethic, good judgment, and lack of enemies, Harry Truman was quickly thrust into the Oval Office, and in less than 120 days, the world as we know it was changed. 431 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub at $16.99 5.95

2984562 UNDERSTANDING TRUMP. By Newt Gingrich. Gingrich shares what he learned from more than two years helping Trump and his team throughout the campaign and during the first months of the presidency. He provides a unique insight into how the new president’s past experiences have shaped his life and will likely influence his policy-making. 352 pages. Palisades. Pub at $17.99 14.95

3785067 CHASING HILLARY: On the Trail of the First Woman President Who Didn’t. By Amy Chozick. In this rollicking narrative, Chozick takes us through the highlights and lowlights of the most robust and dramatic presidential race in American history. Chozick’s candor and clear-eyed perspective provide fresh insight and insights into the story we thought we knew. 383 pages. Yale. Pub at $17.99 14.95

393759 THE YEAR OF VOTING DANGEROUSLY: The Derangement of American Politics. By Maureen Dowd. Through a series of shocking polls and election, Dowd traced the psyches and motivations of one of the nastiest and most significant battles of the sexes ever wagered. Writing in her trademark wry and acerbic wit, the New York Times bestselling author presents her most incendiary takes and takedowns here. 483 pages. Twelve. Paperbound. Pub at $18.99 3.95

2984399 THE CHICKENSHELL CLUB: Why the Justice Department Fails to Prosecute Executives. By Jesse Eisinger. This book is the story of one of the most important scandals of our time, showing how our Justice Department has come to avoid, bungle, and miss the real threats to national security. A fascinating look at the methods and mindset of the Justice Department. 377 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub at $18.00 4.95
proclamation of faith during the presidential campaign runs counter to his immutable past—and the repercussions of that choice. 195 pages. Baker Books. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

3722368 HOW THE RIGHT LOST ITS MIND. By Charles J. Sykes. Presents an impassioned, regretful, and thoughtful account of how the American conservative party came to embrace bigotry, political intransigence, demagoguery, and outright falsehood. He also issues his rallying cry for conservatism to once again become an attractive idea that can be made persuasive and effective once again. 267 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $16.99

3940745 101 REASONS TO VOTE AGAINST HILLARY. By Wilson Casey. Seeking to persuade voters during the elections, this volume will provide you with information to convince friends, family, and coworkers that this woman simply should not ever be president. Photos. 122 pages. Skyhouse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

3727033 IT’S EVEN WORSE THAN IT LOOKS. By T.E. Mann & N.J. Ornstein. Presents a grim picture of how party polarization and tribal politics have lessened the quality of our public discourse in the United States, to the brink of institutional failure. The authors argue that Republicans are not merely ideologically different from Democrats, but engaged in a unique form of politics that undermines the system itself. 248 pages. Basic. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3704262 LENIN 2017. By V.I. Lenin. V.I. Lenin’s originality and importance as a revolutionary leader is most often associated with the seizure of power in 1917. But, in this new study and collection of Lenin’s original texts, the author argues that his true greatness was forged before the October revolution, when ideas could be made persuasive and effective once again. 186 pages. Verso. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

3698319 MERGER OF THE CENTURY: Why Canada and America Should Become One Country. By Diane Francis. No two nations in the world are integrated, economically and politically intransigence, demagoguery, and outright falsehood. He also issues his rallying cry for conservatism to once again become an attractive idea that can be made persuasive and effective once again. 267 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $16.99


6953441 OBAMA’s LEGACY: What He Accomplished as President. By Sharyl Attkisson. The definitive account of how Donald J. Trump became King of Palm Beach, and how Palm Beach continues to be his unique, and essential experience of seeing the future in hindsight. 314 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

2995332 THE WATCHDOGS DONT BARK: The CIA, NSA, and the Crimes of the War on Terror. By J. Duffy & R. Novakowski. Taking readers on a character-driven account of the causes of 9/11 and how the lessons of the attack were cynically inverted to empower surveillance of citizens, kidnapping, illegal interrogations, torture, and more, the authors pose an alarming and more pertinent truth today. Hot Books. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

3751945 MAR-A-LAGO: Inside the Gates of Power at Donald Trump’s Presidential Palace. By Luke Harding. This is the story of how Donald J. Trump became King of Palm Beach, and how Palm Beach continues to be his spiritual home even as president, is rollicking, troubling, and told with unedited access and understanding by this award-winning author. An essential read for understanding Donald Trump’s inner circle. 290 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

284561X IN TRUMP WE TRUST. By Ann Coulter. In this powerful narrative, Coulter explains why conservatives, moderates, and liberals have all cooperated to bring down their doubts and embrace Trump. 214 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $23.00 $6.95

3693228 COLLUSION: Secret Meetings, Dirty Money, and How Russia Helped Donald Trump Cheated Election. Drawing on new material and his expert understanding of Moscow and its players, Harding charts every bizarre and disquieting detail of the relationship, and argues that it is an explosive, thriller-like expose of the Trump administration’s ties to Moscow and Russia’s political game to upend American democracy. Photos. 354 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

2888017 CHINA, THE UNITED STATES AND 21ST-CENTURY SEA POWER. Ed by Andrew S. Erickson et al. Delving into a variety of vital domains of contemporary maritime security, American and Chinese contributors to this volume illustrate that despite recent turbulence in U.S. and China military relations, substantial shared interests should enable extensive maritime security cooperation. 529 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $47.95 $7.95

6971228 HOW SHAYL ATTIKSON. Takes readers behind the scenes of the modern smear machine exploring how operatives from super PACs, corporations, and both sides of the political aisle have manipulated a complicit mainstream media to make us all complicit in the age of Trump. 294 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

2931702 THE SMEAR: How Shady Political Operatives and Fake News Control What You See, What You Think, and How You Vote. By Sharyl Attkisson. Takes readers behind the scenes of the modern smear machine exploring how operatives from super PACs, corporations, and both sides of the political aisle have manipulated a complicit mainstream media to make us all complicit in the age of Trump. 294 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

2939103 THE SMEAR: How Shady Political Operatives and Fake News Control What You See, What You Think, and How You Vote. By Sharyl Attkisson. Takes readers behind the scenes of the modern smear machine exploring how operatives from super PACs, corporations, and both sides of the political aisle have manipulated a complicit mainstream media to make us all complicit in the age of Trump. 294 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95


6978755 GAME OF THORNS: The Inside Story of Hillary Clinton’s Failed Campaign and Donald Trump’s Winning Strategy. By Doug Wead. How did Hillary Clinton lose the 2016 presidential election to Donald Trump? The New York Times placed her odds of winning at 91 percent. Wead reveals how Trump was hitting a target no one else could even see. He was connecting with long-forgotten Americans who no one else could connect with, and by so doing, millions of hopeful voters saw a leader. 403 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00

2935515 GAME OF THORNS: The Inside Story of Hillary Clinton’s Failed Campaign and Donald Trump’s Winning Strategy. By Doug Wead. How did Hillary Clinton lose the 2016 presidential election to Donald Trump? The New York Times placed her odds of winning at 91 percent. Wead reveals how Trump was hitting a target no one else could even see. He was connecting with long-forgotten Americans who no one else could connect with, and by so doing, millions of hopeful voters saw a leader. 403 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

6921568 THE MAFIA’S PRESIDENT: Why Donald Trump Really Doesn’t Care. Everyone knows about Richard Nixon’s criminal presidency, but few know that his shadier dealings predate his election by at least 20 years. Wead reveals how Trump’s secretly released government tapes, documents, and other fresh information. Using these secret recordings, we learn the answer to the question of why no one was upholding American law. 445 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95
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**2898670** THE MONARCHY OF FEAR: A Philosopher Looks at Our Political Crisis. By J. Allen & A. Parnes. Analyses the political standoff that has polarized American life since the 2016 presidential election and focuses on what many politicians and voters have overlooked—the political is always emotional.

249 pages. S&S. Pub. at $25.99

$5.95

**3760588** THE SUBJECTION OF WOMEN. By John Stuart Mill. In this powerful and revolutionary argument for the equality of the sexes, Mill and his wife, Harriet Taylor Mill, defend the potential of an entire sex. Elloquenty written and passionately argued, it was a clarion call to progressives everywhere as Mill set out a practical and moral equal society. 127 pages. Arcturus. Paperback.

$4.95

**3760499** ON LIBERTY & UTILITARIANISM. By John Stuart Mill. The works reprinted in this volume were first published during a particularly prolific ten-year span, from 1859 to 1869 and include four of Mill’s most famous works: On Liberty; Considerations on Representative Government; Utilitarianism; and The Subjection of Women. 16 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperback.

$5.95

---

**3693562** SHATTERED: Inside Hillary Clinton’s Doomed Campaign. By J. Allen & A. Parnes. Moving through the campaign’s difficult birth through the bewildering terror of election night, this volume tells an unforgettable story of a political campaign, questioning whether Comey received sufficient Justice Department oversight in this comprehensive critique.

240 pages. Scribner. Paperback. At $16.00

$4.95


$5.95

**2898084** LET TRUMP BE TRUMP: The Inside Story of His Rise to the Presidency. By C.R. Lewandowski & D.N. Bossie. The inside story of Trump’s rise to the presidency by two of Trump’s closest campaign advisers. By turns insightful, and is filled with revelations that will stand or fall on its own ability to hold ground in Asia. 16 pages of photos. 396 pages. Viking. At $28.00

$5.95

---

**3744132** FEAR: Trump in the White House. By Bob Woodward. With authoritative reporting honed through nine presidencies, Woodward reveals the harrowing life inside President Donald Trump’s White House. He draws from hundreds of hours of interviews with scores of sources, including his own personal diaries and documents, to cover the inside story—how, the why, and the chaos.


At $18.00

$3.95

**2908557** EVERYTHING TOUCHES: A Republican Strategist Gets Real About the Worst President Ever. By Rick Wilson. The author, a political campaign strategist and commentator, mercilessly exposes the damage Trump has done to the country, to the Republican Party, and to the conservative movement that has been one of the principal forces for American history. This title is perfect for those who need a return to sanity in American politics. 347 pages. Free Press. Paperback. At $17.00

$12.95

**2997622** BILLIONAIRE AT THE BILLIONAIRE’S CLUB: The Populist Revolt from Reagan to Trump. By Laura Ingram. Read by the author. Ingram gives readers a front row seat to the seminal moments of the populist revolution as she describes the development of this misunderstood movement and its connection to the Trump presidency. This is the inside story of Trump’s victory and the futile struggle to enact his agenda. Over ten hours on 9 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99

$4.95

**2996518** THE UNMAKING OF THE PRESIDENT 2016: How FBI Director James Comey Cost Hillary Clinton the Presidency. By Lanny J. Davis. Drawing on solicited and unsolicited interviews with more than forty survivors, including FBI Director James Comey, this book argues that Comey’s decision to open a criminal investigation of Hillary Clinton cost her the presidency. This investigation is the inside story of Trump’s victory and the futile struggle to enact his agenda.

464 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00

$5.95

**2896213** THE POLITICS BOOK: Big Ideas Simply Explained. By Philip Parker. Written in plain English, this reference is packed with short, pithy explanations that cut through the jargon, step by step diagrams that untangle knotty theories, and witty analogies that make sense of internecine political wrangling.

379 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. At $17.95

$7.95

**3799112** POLITICAL WRITINGS. By John Locke. Includes Locke’s singularly important writings on truth. One of a tremendous collection of insights for all to enjoy. Castile Point. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

$4.95

**288658X** PHONY LOSER? The Donald Trump Mix n’ Match Insult Generator. By Caitlin Peterson. No one has ever been more insulting to himself than Donald J. Trump, so it’s no surprise that he’s the uncontested Commander in Chief of fighting words. This puts all of Trump’s most prolific insults into a tremendous collection of insults for all to enjoy. Castile Point. Spiralbound. Pub. at $27.00

$5.95

**2898344** ASIA’S RECKONING: China, Japan, and the Fate of U.S. Power in the Pacific Century. By Dalibor Popper. This volume is a history of the combative military, diplomatic, and economic relations among China, Japan, and the United States since the 1970s, along with the potential crisis that lies ahead. This author takes us behind the headlines to show how American power will stand or fall on its own ability to hold ground in Asia. 16 pages of photos. 396 pages. Viking. At $28.00

$5.95

**289783X** USING GRAMSCI: A New Approach. By Michele Filippini. Including chapters on ideology, the individual, collective organisms, society, crisis and temporality, this volume brings together Gramsci’s studies which will appeal to a broad audience of scholars and students across the social sciences. 174 pages. Pluto. Paperback. At $24.00

$6.95

---

**6977618** THE BIG LIE: Exposing the Nazi Roots of the American Left. By Dinesh D’Souza. Shows that in both ideology and tactics, the American Left is rooted in fascism and Nazism, and its thuggery, censorship, and intimidation tactics are part of a deliberate effort to silence opposition just as Hitler and Mussolini did. Photos, some color. 293 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95

**2990091** WHERE DID YOU GET THIS NUMBER? A Pollster’s Guide to Making Sense of How the Public(Votes) Are Counted. By Anthony Salvanto. Salvanto takes you on an engaging, fast-paced tour inside the world of polling and answers some of its biggest mysteries. An essential resource for anyone interested in understanding how we measure people’s opinions and decisions. He also provides a useful guide to how you should vote elections to come. 244 pages. Palgrave. Paperback. At $14.95

$5.95

**2884615** WAR ON PEACE: The End of Diplomacy and the Decline of American Influence. By Ronan Farrow. Drawing on newly unearthed documents, and informed by interviews with more than forty survivors, including diplomats and policymakers, Farrow, a former State Department official, makes a powerful case for an endangered profession. Diplomacy has failed to stop the collapse of the world order, and outright malice, but it may just offer America a way out of a world at war. 16 pages of photos. 392 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95

$6.95

**2853898** BLOOD IN THE WATER: How the US and Israel Conspired to Ambush the USS Liberty. By Joan Mellen. Based on interviews with more than forty survivors, including Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird and former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, and archival studies of the period, this book presents evidence suggesting complicity between U.S. and Israeli intelligence in the opening of fire. 446 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $27.00

$19.95


$19.95

**2877740** HOW DEMOCRACIES DIE. By S. Levitsky & D. Ziblatt. Donald Trump’s presidency has shown that many of us have never thought we’d be asking: Is our democracy in danger? Levitsky and Ziblatt have spent more than twenty years studying the breakdown of democracies in Europe, Latin America, and elsewhere. Their book is about the ways in which broken democracies degenerate and the perils of living in one. 320 pages. Basic. Paperback. At $15.00

$11.95

**2890013** WHAT IS THE PLOT TO ATTACK IRAN? By Dan Koval. Using recently declassified documents and memos as well as firsthand experience of the country, Koval will change the way you think about Iran and its threat. If you think of Iran as an U.S. interference there. Not only does this illuminating work delve into the current situation, but it also predicts what could happen next. 195 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. At $18.99

$13.96
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**3691381** THE PLOT TO OVERTHROW VENEZUELA: How the US is Orchestrating a Coup Against Maduro. By Dan Kovalik. While the U.S. claims that it has the humanitarian interests of the Venezuelan people at heart, the fact is that the U.S. has been waging a one-sided economic war against Venezuela which has greatly undermined the health and living conditions of Venezuelans. Kovalik reveals what is at stake in this struggle and urges readers to reconsider which side they stand on. 220 pages. Hot Books. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**2815621** THE PLOT TO SCAPEGOAT RUSSIA? How the CIA and the Deep State Have Conspired to Vilety Russia. By Dan Kovalik. Reveals how the U.S. has provided Russia with a tactical shield against the collapse of the SU during the squandering hope for peace and cooperation. Kovalik also explains how Americans have lost out from missed opportunity, and from decades of conflicts based on false premises. 210 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

**80753X** MONSTERS OF THE IVY LEAGUE: A Gallery of Elite Assholes. By S. Raddauer & E. Weiner. The schools of the Ivy League, pinnacle of higher education, have graduated countless political leaders, corporate titans, and global power brokers. They’ve also produced murderers, warlords, traitors, plagiarists, slave traders, and political vandals. Meet them within these pages! 274 pages. Here she tells a chilling story of how right-wing academics and think tanks in big money run amok. 334 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**6956513** THE PRINCE. By Niccolo Machiavelli. Written as an instructional manual for the Florentine ruler Peder de Medici, the insights range across a variety of subjects from politics to military strategy, to the history of early sixteenth-century Italy. Subsequent political leaders across the globe including Joseph Stalin and Napoleon Bonaparte have used its ideas in their own governments. 128 pages. Arcutus. Paperback. $4.95


**2956569** HILLARY CLINTON PAPER DOLL. By Tim Foley. Collectible Hillary Clinton paper doll you can dress for success in 15 different outfits from healthcare professional to suffragette. Detailed biography also included. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 6x11. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99

**2989037** BLITZ. By Barry Blitt. Blitz cartoons have been lampooning American politics and culture for decades. This lavish full-color collection showcases more than a quarter of century of his work. His cartoons offer more than sufficient facts for the reader to reach the inexorable conclusion that the investigation of President Trump is the witch hunt he’s called it. 32 pages. Broadsword. Paperback. Pub. at $20.95


**2838907** WHY WE FIGHT: Defeating America’s Enemies—With No Apologies. By Sebastian Gorka. In this powerful manifesto, Dr. Gorka explains the basic principles that brought World War I to an end. His three-part road map to defeating the enemy is: 1. The Art of War in the Sixteenth Century. 2. To defeat your enemy, you must know him. 3. The battle of the future is electronic. Here is your wonderfully weird window into a criminally overlooked sector of American government. Well illustrated. 310 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**3701832** ABOUT ANARCHISM. By Nicolas Walter et al. Originally written in 1969 and updated for the twenty-first century, this is an uncluttered, precise, and urgently necessary expression of practical anarchism. Crafted in deliberately simple prose and without constant reference to other writers or past events, it can be read without prior knowledge of political ideology.


**6731341** OPTIMISM OVER DESPAIR: On Capitalism, Empire, and Social Change. By N. Chomsky & C.J. Polychroniou. In this wide-ranging interview, Chomsky discusses his views on a number of critical topics to our volatile world, the rise of neoliberalism; the refugee crisis; prospects for peace in Israel/Palestine; the rise of the Black Lives Matter movement; the climate crisis; and stagnation. 315 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**6856268** SECRET EMPIRES: How the American Political Class Hides Corruption and Enriches Family and Friends. By Peter Schweizer. Deeply researched with surprising new revelations, the author of *Throw Them All Out; Extortion;* and *Clinton Cash*, identifies public servants who cannot be trusted and explains how a new corruption has taken in larger sums of money than ever before. Schweizer then offers suggestions that provide a path toward a more accountable government. Color photos. 316 pages. Harper. Paper. Pub. at $17.95


---
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3987961 RUSSIAN ROULETTE: The Inside Story of Putin’s War on America and the Election of Donald Trump. By M. Iskoff & D. Corn. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In this work, the author of the New York Times’ bestseller, opens the lid on scandal and explains the stakes while answering one of the biggest questions in American politics: how and why did a demagogue like Putin win? Explores Putin’s political process and gain influence in Washington? 544 pages. Twelve. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00

3743063 YOU CAN’T SPELL AMERICA WITHOUT ME. By Alec Baldwin & K. Andersen. When Baldwin was appointed to the National Security Council as political satirist that is stranger than true, there are intimate, powerful, mind-boggling revelations on every page. Also included are lavish, spectacular, and intimate color photographs of President Trump (formally portrayed by Baldwin) in private–inside the White House, inside Mar-a-Lago, at Trump Tower, and more. 365 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $31.00

3901471 YOU CAN’T SPELL AMERICA WITHOUT THEM. By Alec Baldwin & K. Andersen. In this political satire that is stranger than true, there are intimate, powerful, mind-boggling revelations on every page. Also included are lavish, spectacular, and intimate color photographs of President Trump (formally portrayed by Baldwin) in private–inside the White House, inside Mar-a-Lago, at Trump Tower, and more. 246 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $29.00

3799861 THE APPRENTICE: Trump, Russia, and the Subversion of American Democracy. By Greg Miller. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The author investigates the truth about the Kremlin’s covert attempt to destroy America’s political system. Here he explores the presidency, Trump’s fast track to power, and the deepest manipulation of the democratic process and gain influence in Washington

3986094 POLITICS WEIRD-O-D-PEDIA: The Ultimate Book of Surprising, Strange, and Incredibly Bizarre Facts About Politics. By A. Salkin & A. Short. A union is being developed between China and Mexico in an effort to create a “new” North America. An in-depth expose on an attempt by corporate and political factions to eradicate our hard-earned freedoms and liberties in America. 115 minutes. Sector 5. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

3984619 COCKTAILS FROM HELL: Five Complex Wars Shaping the 21st Century. By Austin Bay. A concise and indispensable guide to the most dangerous threats against peace facing the United States and the world. An expert in the field of security, analysis, and planning uses his critical eye and sharp pen to bring each of these bubbling global situations into sharp focus. A must-read for students of experts alike. 190 pages. Embark Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

3931443 CENSORED 2018: Press Freedom in a Post-Truth World. By Lee Roth et al. In a time of “post-truth” fictions and rampant propaganda, Censored is on the case, holding the corporate media to account for its role in forming a “false world.” Here are more than one hundred stories, some of the oddest and most interesting political absurdities and tidbits from around the world. It is more than a collection of trivia, adding bits of context and historical vignettes that make it clear that no matter how dysfunctional politics might seem today–we’ve been through it all many times before. 225 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

3927401 TRUMP: The First Two Years. By Scott Stedman. Full of real, outright, Taiboo offers a fresh and radical perspective, steeped in tradition but addressing contemporary needs. 140 pages. AK Press. At $16.95


3925116 TRUMP: The First Two Years. By Michael Nelson. On the first anniversary of Trump’s presidency, Nelson gave a non-partisan notebook that he bodily hauled as the best account of one of the most unusual years in presidential history. Here he updates his original work to include the latest developments, which is hilarious and updating even more remarkable. 256 pages. UVA Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

3986213 REAL NEWS: An Investigative Reporter Uncovers the Foundations of the Trump-Russia Connection. By Stephen Weissman. Full of real, exclusive evidence including ownership records, banking information and statements, meeting transcripts, quotes, stats and figures, and more. Weighs in on the benefits of domestic and international legitimacy, and provides new ideas on how to protect our democracies. 310 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00
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3701093 BUT WHAT IF WE'RE WRONG? Thinking About the Present as If It Were the Past. By Jonah Kosterman and Daniel Kgewargish through a broad spectrum of objective and subjective problems, Kosterman visualizes the contemporary world as a landscape that resembles those of the distant past. It's a seemingly impossible achievement: about the things we cannot know, explained as if we did. It's about how we live now, once "now" has become "then." 272 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

3706532 RISE OF THE WOMEN'S COP By Sally Ballantine. Shows how ill-considered policies like Clinton's COPS program, the post-9/11 security state, and relentless declarations of war against vague enemies like crime, drugs, and terror, blur the distinction between cop and soldier. 382 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95

6910277 TWILIGHT OF AMERICAN SANITY: A Psychologist Analyzes the Age of Trump. By Allen Frances. One of our foremost experts on psychiatric diagnosis presents his profound and unsettling analysis of the national psyche, exposing the rise of Donald Trump as darkly symptomatic of a deeper social distress. An essential work for understanding the crisis-and finding a way forward. 326 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3148998 RADICALS CHASING UTOPIA: Inside the Rogue Movements Trying to Change the World. By Jamie Bartlett. Takes us into the strange worlds of the innovators, disruptors, idealists and extremists who think something’s wrong at the core of modern society, and believe we can do better. Their methods may be extreme, but their purposes seem noble. It is possible and perhaps even the only way to prevent the world from coming to an end. 392 pages. Nation Books. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $3.95

6531613 WEAPONIZED LIES: How to Tell the Truth in a World of Spin, Censorship, and Lies. By Daniel J. Levitin. Shows how corporate and government reports, statistics, and news stories can mislead, and reveals the ways lying weasels use them. What makes lies dangerous is the certainty with which people are prone to believe in them, and Levitin offers suggestions on how to fix that. 294 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $3.95

2905171 AMERICA THE ANXIOUS: How Our Pursuit of Happiness Is Creating a Nation of Nervous Wrecks. By Ruth Whippman. Research shows that the U.S. is one of the least contented, most anxious countries in the developed world, in spite of spending more than anyone else in the pursuit of happiness. Whippman sets out to gain an understanding of the causes, and with her humor she reveals her discoveries—which are startling and unexpected from the outset. 247 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

2906256 THE ART OF BEING FRANK: How Alexis de Tocqueville Can Save Us From Ourselves. By James Poulos. Alexis de Tocqueville found an America in trouble nearly 200 years ago. Here, the author shows how a new reading of Tocqueville’s classic can help us deal with the trouble we’re still in today. Putting Tocqueville’s advice to work for a contemporary audience, this book will help us restore the timeless norms and forces that drive inequality, rather than offering a resistance or even a critique. 258 pages. Threshold Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

2905209 FIGHT FOR LIBERTY: Defending Democracy in the Age of Trump. Ed. by Mark Lasswell. This collection of essays is a forceful response to the worldwide crisis of liberal democracy. Taking its cue from the populist Papers this volume serves as the founding document for a movement to restore the principles that brought us freedom and prosperity. 306 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

2905488 THE TROUBLE WITH DIVERSITY: How We Learned to Love Identity and Ignore Inequality. By Walter Benn Michaels. In this provocative and economic divide, Michaels demonstrates that commitments to diversity fail to offer a promise for social justice, and in fact, legitimize the economic forces that drive inequality, rather than offering a resistance or even a critique. 258 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

5901707 CRIPPLED AMERICA: Why It’s So Hard to Make America Great Again. By Donald J. Trump. The icon of success, Trump presents his blueprint for restoring our country to its former glory: reforming healthcare without alienating doctors; strengthening our borders; starting wars; closing doors to illegal immigrants; and pressuring businesses to produce goods at home. 156 pages of photos, most color. 193 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $25.00 $6.99

6877494 CONTROL: MK Ultra, Chemtrails and the Conspiracy to Suppress the Masses. By Nick Redfern. How free are we really? Data privacy breaches, the tracking of every online movement and touch of a keyboard, the explosion of prescriptions, the sale of our personal data, Runaway technologies and their impact on our privacy, our mental health, and our physical health. But these groups are challenging what is at the core of modern society, and believe we can do better. Their methods may be extreme, but their purposes seem noble. It is possible and perhaps even the only way to prevent the world from coming to an end. 329 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

290540X THE DANGEROUS AGE: America’s Un-tested, Unregulated Medical Device Industry and One Man’s Battle to Survive It. By Jeanne Lenzer. A shocking expose of the dangerously under regulated medical device industry that is leading Americans to early death. The author respells the sickness of our greed driven medical establishment and its unseemly casualties, while it also points the way toward a cure in a few places. 329 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

2810927 THE DANGEROUS AGE: America’s Un-tested, Unregulated Medical Device Industry and One Man’s Battle to Survive It. By Jeanne Lenzer. A shocking expose of the dangerously under regulated medical device industry that is leading Americans to early death. The author respells the sickness of our greed driven medical establishment and its unseemly casualties, while it also points the way toward a cure in a few places. 329 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

290540X THE DANGEROUS AGE: America’s Un-tested, Unregulated Medical Device Industry and One Man’s Battle to Survive It. By Jeanne Lenzer. A shocking expose of the dangerously under regulated medical device industry that is leading Americans to early death. The author respells the sickness of our greed driven medical establishment and its unseemly casualties, while it also points the way toward a cure in a few places. 329 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95
**395346 SECRETS OF THE SECRET SERVICE:** By Gary J. Byrne with G.M. Schmidt. A former Secret Service Officer takes readers behind the scenes to understand the agency’s history and how the people who make up Trump’s inner circle handle threats. Byrne shares what he has witnessed and learned about the Secret Service with the hope that the problems of this most important agency can be fixed before it’s too late. 396 pages. Nation Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95


**201507 GREEN TYRANNY: Exposing the Totalitarian Roots of the Climate Industrial Complex** by Rupert Darwall. This account traces the alarming origins of an American hatred and radicalization including white nationalists, anti-government militias, antifascists, militant black nationalists, and extremist Islamic groups. In this in-depth analysis, this timely volume offers a history of environmental alarmism and failed policies. 334 pages. Encounter Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

**209637 THE COUNTERREVOLUTION: How Our Government Went to War Against Its Own Citizens** by Bernard E. Harcourt. A penetrating and disturbing account of the rise of counterinsurgency and its migration from the battlefield to our own backyards. An incisive work of historical analysis and political critique, helps us to see it more clearly so that we will be able to resist it effectively. 336 pages. Basic Books. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**370600 THE WEALTH OF HUMANS: Work, Power, and Status in the Twenty-First Century** by Ryan Avent. What does the future of work hold? In this illuminating examination of what the work revolution means for us, Avent points out the constant contradictions in today’s global labor market. He offers the first clear explanation of the state we are in and how we might best be able to get out of it. 277 pages. Princeton University Press. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $19.99

**597240 AMERICAN PRADA: My Fight for Truth in the Era of Fake News** by James O’Keefe. In this stirring commentary O’Keefe puts the myths and misconceptions surrounding his activities with Project Veritas to rest, and will make you rethink every word you hear and read in the so-called mainstream press. He believes every one of the attacks and cheap-shot tellings is uncovering the false narratives. 314 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $19.99

**596638 THE CAPITALIST COMEBACK: The Trump Boom and the Left’s Plot to Stop It** by Jeffery A. Tucker. In this fascinating analysis, Tucker argues that by choosing Trump over Clinton in the last election, the American people put a stop to decades of government expansion under both parties. As a result, they might just have saved our economy by doing so. 350 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

**376132 CLICK HERE TO KILL EVERYBODY:** By Bruce Schneier. Forget data theft, cyberwar, and home security threats. Schneier explores the risks and security implications of our new, hyper-connected world. Also featured here are new and revised sections on privacy, encryption sense policies that will allow us to enjoy the benefits of this omnipotent age without falling prey to the consequences of its insecurity. 319 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**201594 APOCALYPSE ANY DAY NOW: Deep Underground with America’s Doomsday Preppers** by Teo Krulos. A journalist travels the country to try to puzzle out America’s obsession with the end of days. Along the way he meets doomsday preparers, cults, mass hallucinations, and shock prophets and climate scientists. Frightening and funny, the ideas Krulos finds are so ridiculous he outlives them in color. 259 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95


**281565 SHOTS FIRED: The Misunderstandings, Misconceptions, and Myths About Police Shootings** by J.K. Loughlin & K.C. Fia. Today’s media is filled with discussions about officer-involved shootings. Too often missing are the police officers’ voices and the reality of what happens in actual shootings. Here, for the first time, veteran journalists outline this volume addresses common myths and misunderstandings about these shootings. Color photos. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**679951 FIRE AND FURY: Inside the Trump White House** by Michael Wolff. Wolff offers a deep and troubling portrait of the Trump administration. Wolff tells the inside story of the most controversial presidency of our time. Brilliantly reported and astonishingly fresh, this book provides the best account of the Trump administration. Wolff, who has spoken to them, finally reveals how and why Donald Trump has become the king of discord and disunion. 332 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

**674295 OLD SCHOOL: Life in the Sane Software Firm** by B. Frenzen & R. O’Reilly. As the software industry continues to evolve, one thing remains constant: the need for talented, dedicated leaders. This book documents the stories of some of the most talented leaders in the software industry. 320 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

**728594 THE HOUSE OF THE FUTURE: Inside the American Dream Factory** by Daniel Ellsberg. For the first time, a former high-level defense analyst reveals his shocking firsthand account of America’s nuclear program in the 1960s, and shows how America learned to wage and fight its nuclear war. This in-depth analysis throws a stark light on the darkest segments of our heritage. 286 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

**975198 THE DOOMSDAY MACHINE: Confessions of a Nuclear War Planner** by Daniel Ellsberg. For the first time, a former high-level defense analyst reveals his shocking firsthand account of America’s nuclear program in the 1960s, and shows how America learned to wage and fight its nuclear war. This in-depth analysis throws a stark light on the darkest segments of our heritage. 286 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

**299307 FALLING DOWN: How Our Government Went to War Against Its Own Citizens** by Bernard E. Harcourt. A penetrating and disturbing account of the rise of counterinsurgency and its migration from the battlefield to our own backyards. An incisive work of historical analysis and political critique, helps us to see it more clearly so that we will be able to resist it effectively. 336 pages. Basic Books. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**299324 WHAT THE HELL DO YOU HAVE TO LOSE? Trump’s War on Civil Rights** by Juan Williams. Williams argues in this searing examination of our global rivals as a political instrument to destroy American power. With a 30-year account of how we built the strongest middle class in history, a scathing indictment of those who have spent the past thirty-five years undermining working families, and more is under direct threat from an administration dedicated to restricting these basic freedoms. 310 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

**297634 DARK STAR RISING: Magic and Power in the Age of Trump** by Gary Lachman. One of the leading writers on esotericism and its influence on modern politics, Lachman, reveals how massive amounts of power is aligned to push a left agenda that would make even mainstream liberals shiver. It reveals the sorcid web of limousine liberals and subversive billionaires in a chilling tale of how power, greed, and environmental destruction. 193 pages. Bombardier Books. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

**298640 OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE: How the Deep State Risked National Security to Protect the Democratic Status Quo** by Margaret Somers. With tenacious investigative reporting that began ferreting out the truth and found himself face to face with the “Deep State,” observing how the Democrats manipulated the Department of Justice, the media, and the Republican leadership to cover up Washington’s greatest unreported scandal. 311 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99 $19.95

**299834 THE VIEW FROM FLYING COUNTRY: Dispatches from the Forgotten America** by Sarah Kendzior. With an updated introduction and epilogue that reflect on how the Trump presidency was the inevitable outcome of Kendzior’s original work, this is essential reading for anyone who believes that the only way for America to solve its problems is to reconnect with the American people and go fly. 239 pages. Basic Books. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**375848 TALKING TO STRANGE RS: What We Should Know About the People We Don’t Know** by Baldwin & Campbell. In this gripping and powerful eye-opening examination, Frum outlines how Trump and his generals and financials who surround him could push America toward illiberalism, what the Democrats are doing wrong, and what the world, and what we can do to prevent it. 301 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

**286082 TRUMPOCRACY: The Corruption of the American Republic** by David Frum. In this gripping and powerful eye-opening examination, Frum outlines how Trump and his generals and financials who surround him could push America toward illiberalism, what the Democrats are doing wrong, and what the world, and what we can do to prevent it. 301 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

**291491 PLAYING TO THE EDGE: American Intelligence in the Age of Terror** by Michael V. Hayden. The former director of the National Security Agency (NSA) here tells his story in an unvarnished insider’s look told from the perspective of the people who faced our most vexing challenges. 365 pages. Picador. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**689059 THIS FIGHT IS OUR FIGHT: The Battle to Save America’s Middle Class** by Elizabeth Warren. Written in the candid, high spirited voice that is Warren’s trademark, the author of a generation of liberal best-sellers, this is her insider’s look told from the perspective of the people who faced our most vexing challenges. 365 pages. Picador. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**EVERYBODY.**
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**291716** THE AMUSEMENT PARK: 900 Years of Thrills and Spills, and the Dreamers and Schemers Who Built Them. By Bob Devine. The author investigates for the first time the history of amusement parks, from the Middle Ages to present day, populated by the colorful, and sometimes shady characters who designed and operated them. His book is filled with tales of how they fought to keep their magical, if all too fleeting charms. Well illustrated, many in color. 432 pages. ORO Editions. 11¼x14¼. Pub. at $75.00 **PRICE CUT to $44.95**

**2831570** MEMBERS ONLY: Secret Societies, Sects, and Cults—Exposed! By Julie Tibbott. Illus. 221 pages. Zest. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**


**2901398** BRINGING COLUMBIA HOME: The Untold Story of a Lost Space Shuttle and Her Crew. By M. D. Leinbach & J. H. Ward. Shares the personal stories that emerged as NASA employees looked for lost craft. An incredible true story that will inspire. Photo. 371 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $42.95 **$6.95**

**3721233** THE HAMLET FIRE: A Tragic Story of Cheap Food, Cheap Government, and Cheap Lives. By Fred Barnes. Two disasters, the 1979 Three Mile Island nuclear accident and the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster, have much in common. The 38th anniversary of the former and the 30th of the latter date are just two years apart, and both had roots in comparable national political climates. These two events, both of which occurred in countries with communist governments, also reveal much about the failure of countries’ national-security policies. This book is a balanced, fact-based account of the Three Mile Island disaster, its causes, and its impact on the public and the nation. **$9.95**

**2907588** TIMEKEEPERS: How the World Became Obsessed with Time. By Simon Garfield. A fascinating look at our obsession with time and our desire to measure it, control it, sell it, film it, perform it, immortalize it and make it meaningful. Garfield examines the story of timekeeping in all its forms and the many different cultures that brought about these discoveries. **$9.95**

**2938844** AMERICAN EAGLE: A Visual History of Our National Emblem. By Preston Cook. This unique presentation of more than thirteen hundred fascinating objects from the author’s collection takes the reader on a whirlwind tour of American history. Cook’s objects chronicle the bold eagle from the American Revolution to the present, and highlight the extraordinary diversity of American sentiment: tales of beliefs and beliefs along the way. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. ORO Editions. 11¼x14¼. Pub. at $75.00 **PRICE CUT to $44.95**

**2831570** MEMBERS ONLY: Secret Societies, Sects, and Cults—Exposed! By Julie Tibbott. Illus. 221 pages. Zest. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**


**2838271** WE ARE AS GODS: Back to the Land in the 1970s. By John Camp. The author reveals how the baby boomers of the 1960s put a new face on America’s countryside and farm communities and how the ecological revolution was born in the American West. **$9.95**


**2842068** TWELVE DAYS OF TERROR: Inside the Shocking 1916 New Jersey Shale Gas Explosion. By Cupid & G. Ferencio. In twelve days, four swimmers were violently and fatally mauled in separate shark attacks, and a fifth narrowly escaped with his life. Ferencio presents a riveting portrait, investigation, and scientific analysis of these terrifying days against the colorful backdrop of American culture in 1916. 32 pages of photos. 296 pages. Lyons. **$5.95**

**3878813** TWELVE DAYS OF TERROR: Inside the Shocking 1916 New Jersey Shale Gas Explosion. By Cupid & G. Ferencio. In twelve days, four swimmers were violently and fatally mauled in separate shark attacks, and a fifth narrowly escaped with his life. Ferencio presents a riveting portrait, investigation, and scientific analysis of these terrifying days against the colorful backdrop of American culture in 1916. 32 pages of photos. 296 pages. Lyons. **$5.95**

**426621** MALAYSIA AIRLINES FLIGHT 370: Why It Disappeared—and Why It’s Only a Matter of Time Before This Happens Again. By David Soucie. In this gripping investigation of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, Soucie reveals the flaws in the aviation industry that led to the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, shows what must be done to prevent it from happening again, and reveals what most likely happened on board the plane that led to its downfall. 16 pages of color photos. 158 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99 **$4.95**

**548793** BRACING FOR IMPACT. By R.S. Holleran & L. Philip. In this harrowing collection of true-life survivor tales, people from all walks of life recount their traumatic narrow escapes as engines stalled, fuel ran out, hazardous weather conditions descended, and landings did not go according to plan. Their lives, though preserved, would not always be the same. 202 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 **$4.95**

**2890739** THE FIRE LINE: The Story of the Granite Mountain Hotshots. By Fernanda Santos. A riveting, pulse-pounding narrative of an unthinkable disaster, a remarkable group of firefighters that showed us how we can persevere in the face of tragedy, a story of the toll the nation’s themed wildernesses take on our country’s treasured wilderness. 273 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 **$3.95**

**2896833** PANDEMIC 1918: Eyewitness Accounts from the Great Influenza Epidemic. By Catharine Arnold. In January 1918, as World War I raged on, a new and terrifying virus began to spread across the globe. In three successive waves, it killed more than a million people each time. **$9.95**


**3694310** THE DAY WALL STREET EXPLODED: A Story of America in Its First Age of Terror. By Beverly Gage. On September 11, 2001, the bells of Trinity Church chimed the noon hour and hundreds poured onto Wall Street for their lunchtime break, a bomb in a horse drawn cart exploded in a lie of flames. The resulting fire consumed nearly 10% of Manhattan, a city on fire. The author’s eyewitness account present a riveting portrait, investigation, and scientific analysis of these terrifying days against the colorful backdrop of American culture in 1916. 32 pages of photos. 296 pages. Lyons. **$5.95**

**28958** THE BEDROOM: An Intimate History. By Michelle Perrot. Drawing on a wide range of sources, including architectural and design treatises, private journals, novels, memoirs, and correspondence, Perrot’s engaging study follows the many roads to the bedroom—birth, sex, illness, death—in its endeavor to expose the most intimate, nocturnal side of human history. **$19.95**

**6292561** COLORFUL CEMETERY GATES: Death and Mourning Through the Ages. By Conus Nocturnum. Examines death, its significance in religious and ethnic views, and its place in the Western view of the ages. Find out how different religions and ethnic groups understand death, the mourning that accompanies it, and the implications that people have given it. Well illustrated in color. 254 pages. Yale. **$22.95**

**2785899** DOMESTIC INTIMACIES: Incest and the Liberal Subject in Nineteenth-Century America. By Brian Connolly. Offers a wide-ranging, critical history of incest and its various proscriptions as they were defined throughout the nineteenth century. Historian Brian Connolly overturns conventional histories of American liberalism by placing the fear of incest at the heart of 19th century conflicts over public life and privacy. Illus. 294 pages. UP. **$30.00**

**2987303** DISCOVERING BELLS AND BELLRINGING. By John Camp. The author explores the concept of change-ringing and its history. From the earliest recorded accounts of change ringing in about 1200, why it is unique to Britain, and how it was developed. Campbell includes much fascinating information on famous bells and towers, inscriptions, peal boards and ringers’ rules, verses, the peculiar and not always клер, and a glossary of ringing terms. Well illustrated. 188 pages. Arcadia. **$19.99**

**2987352** SHIPWRECKS: History’s Most Mysterious Nautical Disasters. By Ben Allan Smith. This unique book details the most mysterious shipwrecks from the age of sail to the contemporary era. The author uses existing research to determine the cause of various shipwrecks, and sheds light on the multifaceted experience of children’s immigration, changing concepts of welfare, and Western expansion. Illus. 248 pages. Bison. Paperbound. **$15.95**
THE BLOODING. By Joseph Wambaugh. Fifteen year old Thaddeus Man’s savagely brutalized body was found in a shady footpath near the English village of Narborough. Three years later the killer strikes again. It will take four years, a scientific breakthrough, the largest manhunt in British history, and the bludgeoning of more than four thousand before the killer is captured. 390 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00 $6.95

SAVAGE SON. By Carey Mitchell. It was a night of celebration for the Whitaker family. But when Kevin Whitaker opened the door to their house, a masked intruder shot him point blank, and his mother took the next bullet, followed by his father Kent, and the oldest son Bart was wounded trying to escape the attacker. To the police, the story didn’t add up. 16 pages of photos. 420 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

DANGEROUS ATTRACTION. By Robert Scott. After Katrina Montgomery was murdered by Justin MacKerrner, his pregnant mother was arrested after he bolted from a traffic stop in 1998. As the Ventura County Sheriff’s officers began to dig into the cold case of Katrina’s murder, they found what they needed for a jury to decide he was guilty. 255 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.50 $5.95

THE LAST TIME WE SAW HER. By Robert Scott. Blonde, nineteen year old Brooke Wilbeger was raised in a close-knit religious community in Oregon, while cleaning lamposts at an apartment complex managed by her sister, Brooke vanished. Brooke’s life had been so protected by the religious zealot, and serial predator, whose murderous spree is revealed here, 16 pages of photos. 312 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

ONE OF US: The Story of a Massacre in Norway—and Its Aftermath. By Anne Seistad. On July 22, 2011, Anders Behring Breivik detonated a bomb outside the Norwegian prime minister’s office in central Oslo, killing eight people. He then proceeded to a youth camp and killed 69 more, most of them teenagers. Anne Seistad tells the story of this terrible day and its reverberations. 332 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

GANGLAND: Drug Dollars, Killing Fields, and the New Politics of Latin America. By Ioan Grillo. The first definitive account of the devastating humanitarian disasters in Central and South America and the Caribbean, regions largely abandoned by the United States after the Cold War. Grillo provides a disturbing new understanding of a war that swirled out of control, and needs to be confronted now. 16 pages of color photos. 376 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $9.95

THE VALENTINO AFFAIR. By Colin Evans. In 1922, Rudolph Valentino took the world by storm as the star of The Sheik. But few of his fans knew that the silent film heartthrob got his start by trying to escape from the brutal peasantry of Italy to a life of6.95

3493861. UFOS IN WARTIME: What They Didn’t Want You to Know. By Mack Maloney. Accounts of hovering objects when war is imminent reach back as far as AD 312 when seen by Roman Emperor Constantine I as he led his troops to battle. This study examines UFO witnesses in WW I and II, UFOs in D-Day, in Vietnam, and over the battlegrounds of the Middle East. Photos. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

BIGFOOT: And Other Strange Beasts of the White City. By N. Z. Turner. Although no one has ever managed to capture a Bigfoot, this illustrated account, written in a graphic novel form, gives eyewitness reports and recreates the legends that surround these shadowy figures. 48 pages. Book House. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95 $4.95


A DEADLY SECRET: The Bizarre and Chilling Story of Robert Durst. By Matt Birkbeck. Examines the case of Kathie Durst, your typical obsessive real-estate heir of the Dusseldorf. She vanished after uncovering disturbing family secrets about Durst’s family, and her husband was arrested 19 years after for shoplifting, which finally brought him to trial. Retention. 293 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2993935. CHASING PHIL. By David Howard. Two FBI agents, J.J. Wedick and Jack Brennan embark on one of the agency’s first white collar cases. They determined to catch the charismatic, glob trotting con man Phil Kerz, who swindled millions of dollars. This is a thrilling true crime caper, bustling with colorful characters, a seedy downtown, and a 700 pound Russian named Tony. Photos. 371 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

UNNECESSARY ROUGHNESS: Inside the Trial and Final Days of Aaron Hernandez. By Jose Baez with G. Willis. With regulations about Aaron Hernandez’s life that weren’t shared at trial, and an exploration of the stunning Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy diagnosis revealed by his autopsy, Baez’s narrative is a startling courtroom drama and an unexpected portrait of a fallen father, fiancé, and teammate. Illus. 276 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

JOHN WAYNE GACY, REVISED: Defending a Monster. By S.L. Amorante & G. Broderick. The author, Amirante, follows the gripping tale of suspense and suspicion that exposes new information about the century-old crime and offers new evidence to update this real life thriller, making it a compelling courtroom drama and a powerful cr iminal syndicate involved in everything fromлись to drugs and arms trafficking, money laundering, and assassinations. All brought to life through interviews, police files, wiretaps, recordings, and trial transcripts. Photos. 287 pages. Macmillan. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

HUNTING HITLER: New Scientific Evidence That Hitler Escaped Nazi Germany. By Jerome R. Corsi. If Hitler had died on April 30, 1945, the fate of the führer and his escape have been easy to prove. Here, Dr. Corsi offers startling evidence that Adolf Hitler did not commit suicide but instead managed to flee Germany at the end of World War Two. Photos. 138 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

A PERFECT HUSBAND. By Aphrodite Jones. Michael Peterson found his wife at the bottom of a stairs in a pool of blood. After their son got his start by trying to an accident—yet the prosecution put him behind bars. Jones draws on interviews and disturbing new evidence to update this real life thriller, bringing fresh new angles on the trial of the century. 216 pages. The Staircase. 16 pages of photos. 416 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

DEATH IN THE AIR: The True Story of a Serial Killer, The Great London Smog, and the Strangling of a City. By Winker Dawson. The Great Smog of 1952 remains the deadliest air pollution disaster in world history, and John Reginald Christie is still one of the most infamous serial killers of modern times. All brings these two together in a tale, compulsively readable true crime thriller. Photos. 341 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

COXSACKIE: The Life and Death of Prison Reform. By Joseph F. Smith. From the invention of mass incarceration, prisons have become conflict-ridden warehouses and powerful symbols of racism and inequality. This account challenges the conventional narrative. Inmates in America’s prison crisis is of comparatively recent vintage, showing instead how a racial and punitive system of control emerged from the ashes of a progressive ideal. 296 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

IN HER PRIME: The Murder of a Political Star. By Glenn Puit. Chronicles the life and death of Joseph L. Byrd, Jr. The story of how three FBI agents charged by FBI director Louis Freeh to bring finally to the case of the Unabomber terrorist, saw the need to not only bring the right to ru les the investigation and to change the rules in the FBI. 24 pages of photos. 366 pages. History. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95


2829207 THE STRANGER BESIDE ME: The Shocking Inside Story of Serial Killer Ted Bundy. By Ann Rule. The haunted, heart-rending work of research, journalism, and personal memories completely changed the course of true-crime literature. Rule, who worked alongside Bundy, draws into not only his personal relationship with him, but his life; covering everything from his complicated childhood to the media circus around his trials. 24 pages of photos. 550 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 11.95

3728617 IF I DID IT, Confessions of the Killer. By Fred & Kim Goldman. After being acquitted of murder charges, O.J. Simpson lost in a civil suit for wrongful death. Simpson would go on to write a book about how he could have, hypothetically, murdered Nicole Simpson. The Goldmans were awarded the rights to the book, and publish it here, with their own commentary. 240 pages. Beaufort. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 12.95

3701026 TOM SLICK: True Life Encounters in Cryptozoology. By Loren Coleman. This true account of Texas millionaire Tom Slick’s quest for the Abominable Snowman and other cryptids, creatures unknown to science, reveals a life made for the movies. Follow Slick from the icy heights of the Himalaya to the steaming jungles of Sumatra in his search for the unknown. Photos. 239 pages. Crenven Street. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 11.95

5813670 OUTLAWS AND PEACE OFFICERS: Memoirs of Crime and Punishment in the Old West. Ed. by John Wayne Gacy. Gacy would not have needed to uphold the law; without the sheriff, villains would have had no law to break. This collection of true memoirs and legal memos reveals the perspectives of the people who lived these criminal and righteous lives in the Old West. Illus. 278 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 5.95

2842662 BRIAR PATCH: The Murder That Wounded Die. By Bill Morgan. Follow the events leading up to the June 15, 1955, killing of two teenage girls, and the ensuing nationwide hunt for a killer. Despite one possible lead after another, there is no resolution…until a surprising phone call was received more than 40 years later. 288 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 9.95

DVD 6829554 AUTOPTSY: Postmortem with Dr. Michael Baden. Fullscreen. Former Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Michael Baden, takes you through his scalpel into his highest-profile cases: five grisly, landmark homicide investigations. With graphic, never-before-seen footage and gripping in-depth interviews, this two-hour program takes you through the disappearance of the Royal Romanov family in 1918 Russia; the assassination of JFK in 1963; the shocking double-murder case involving O.J. Simpson in 1994; and more. 57 minutes. HBO. $4.95

3706618 THE PRICE OF THEIR CULTURE, INFLUENCE, AND DECLINE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. By Patrick Chouinard. Examines the staggering number of giant mythologies from throughout the world, such as the Greek and Roman Titans, Norse frost giants, the Hindu devils, the Celtic Fomorians, and more, and presents compelling physical evidence that they represent the true earthborn race. 200 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 12.95

3700644 FOLSOM’S 93: The Lives and Crimes of a Notorious Serial Killer. By E. Ray Lanier & April Moore. Ninety-three men were hanged at California’s Folsom State Prison from 1895 to 1937. Based on this treasury of historical information, this book provides a detailed look at at least one of the young men dead across seven states between 1974 and 1978. 317 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 12.95

3688550 AMERICAN PRISON: A Reporter’s Undercover Journey into the Gut-Wrenching World of American Jail Murderer. By Ann Rule. The author takes us behind the scenes of the search for the Green River Killer, a terrifying specter who was responsible for dozens of women that disappeared for years. Rule explores the nearly twenty year long search for America’s most prolific and horrifying serial killer. 24 pages of photos. 252 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 7.95

3729117 GREEN RIVER, RUNNING RED: The Real Story of the Green River Killer--America’s First Serial Murderer. By Ann Rule. The author takes us behind the scenes of the search for the Green River Killer, a terrifying specter who was responsible for dozens of women that disappeared for years. Rule explores the nearly twenty year long search for America’s most prolific and horrifying serial killer. 24 pages of photos. 252 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 7.95

286651X OPERATION GLADIO: The Unholy Alliance Between the Vatican, the CIA, and the Mafia. By Paul L. Williams. Argues that Operation Gladio, created after WWII to thwart the possibility of a Communist invasion of Europe, soon gave rise to the top-secret, multi-billion dollar illegal venture known as Gladio. It created death squads, financial scandals on a grand scale, and the ascendency of Mafia figures to positions of power in Italy, France, and elsewhere. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 12.95

2966840 CAPTURED! The Betty and Barney Hill UFO Experience. By S.T. Friedman & K. Marden. The 1961 UFO abduction of Betty and Barney Hill stirred worldwide media attention. The International UFO Journey was published, the media began coverage, and a TV movie was released. But the complete story of what happened that day, its impact on the participants, and the findings of this investigation has never been told—until now. Illus. 319 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 12.95


3748162 THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. DOYLE: A Journey into Madness & Mayhem. By Daniel & Eugene Friedman. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle led a tour group to the sites of the Whitechapel Murders in the year 1905, and the authors have meticulously pieced together Doyle’s own words to create a riveting account of his published and unpublished work on each of these horrific murders. They have also included new pieces of evidence to understand better the murderer known to history only as Jack the Ripper. 340 pages. Square One Publishers. Pub. at $12.95 9.95

3711277 SERIAL KILLER TRIVIA. By Michelle Kaminsky. Be the life (or death) of any party with hundreds of gruesome and fascinating facts. From serial killer psychology basics to little-known details about notorious murderers such as John Wayne Gacy and Ted Bundy, this edition has all the information you need, 311 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 11.95

3689705 TED BUNDY: Conversations with the Killer. By S.G. Michael & H.L. Aynsworth. This chilling expose is drawn from more than 150 hours of exclusive tape-recorded interviews with Ted Bundy, who engaged at least one of the young women dead across seven states between 1974 and 1978. 317 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 12.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/808

2960747 MURDER & MAYHEM IN SOUTHEAST KANSAS. By Larry C. Wood. Southeast Kansas pulsed with rowdy activity during the late nineteenth century. The unruly atmosphere drew outlaws and even crazed serial killers. Violent incidents, from gunfights to brutal murders, punctuated this region's Wild West era. The author explores thirteen of these remarkable episodes in the southeast Kansas. Illus. 110 pages. History Unlimited. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


2832965 THE LANDING LIGHTS OF MAGONIA: UFOs, Aliens and the Fairy Kingdom. By Nigel Graddon. Takes the reader to a place from which some people return but in fact the methods he used. 67 deaths he caused that gave him his name, but in fact the methods he used. 67 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.98

2829665 H.H. HOLMES: Original Evil. In the world of evil and deranged serial killers, there is no equal. Meet the Dark Lord of the Murder Castle who lured young women to a house of horrors. But it’s not the number of deaths he caused that gave him his name, but in fact the methods he used. 67 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.98

2964777 THE LOST COLONIES OF AUSTRALIA. By Michael FitzGerald. Journey back through the times of countless adventures that made up the strange tales of encounters with fairies, UFOs and the mysterious land of Magnia. Illus. 260 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

2971070 FURIOUS HOURS: Murder, Fraud, and the Last Trial of Harper Lee. By Casey Cep. Harper Lee spent a year reporting on the case of the shooting death of Susan B. Wright by the notorious deranged serial killer Willie Maxwell and many more years trying to finish the book she called The Revenant. Cep brings this story to life, from the shooting murders by Maxwell’s own cousin to the final murder of the woman who killed him, and Harper’s struggle with the mystery of artistic creativity. 16 pages of photos. 314 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95

4990299 AMERICAN HEIRESS: The Wild Saga of the Kidnapping, Crimes and Trial of Patty Hearst. The saga of Patty Hearst highlighted a decade in which America seemed to be suffering a collective nervous breakdown. Based on over 100 interviews with all the key players and previously secret documents, this account portrays the lunacy of the half-baked radicalism of the SLA and the toxic mix of sex, politics, and violence that engulfed Patty Hearst. Photos. 371 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.95


2980586 STONE CIRCLES. By Hugh Newman. What are stone circles? When were they built, and why? In this beautifully illustrated study, Newman takes us on a fascinating journey around the world, examining these mysterious monuments of the megalithic culture from Britain to France to Poland, North America to Africa, and beyond. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $14.00

2981254 ALIEN ARRIVAL: Salvation or Destruction. By Michael FitzGerald. Journey with the author on his quest for human/extraterrestrial interaction from ancient times to the present. Sightings, contact, and abduction cases are all considered, as well as a detailed study of the evidence for life on other planets, especially on Mars and the Moon. 128 pages. Scholar. Pub. at $16.99

2965677 MURDER AND MAYHEM IN SOUTHEAST KANSAS. By Larry C. Wood. Southeast Kansas pulsed with rowdy activity during the late nineteenth century. The unruly atmosphere drew outlaws and even crazed serial killers. Violent incidents, from gunfights to brutal murders, punctuated this region’s Wild West era. The author explores thirteen of these remarkable episodes in the southeast Kansas. Illus. 110 pages. History Unlimited. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

2971070 FURIOUS HOURS: Murder, Fraud, and the Last Trial of Harper Lee. By Casey Cep. Harper Lee spent a year reporting on the case of the shooting death of Susan B. Wright by the notorious deranged serial killer Willie Maxwell and many more years trying to finish the book she called The Revenant. Cep brings this story to life, from the shooting murders by Maxwell’s own cousin to the final murder of the woman who killed him, and Harper’s struggle with the mystery of artistic creativity. 16 pages of photos. 314 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95

5924076 THE LUSTY YEARS OF AN AMERICAN RURAL TOWN. By John E. Neal. This book takes us on a fascinating journey around the world, examining these mysterious monuments of the megalithic culture from Britain to France to Poland, North America to Africa, and beyond. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $14.00

2971070 FURIOUS HOURS: Murder, Fraud, and the Last Trial of Harper Lee. By Casey Cep. Harper Lee spent a year reporting on the case of the shooting death of Susan B. Wright by the notorious deranged serial killer Willie Maxwell and many more years trying to finish the book she called The Revenant. Cep brings this story to life, from the shooting murders by Maxwell’s own cousin to the final murder of the woman who killed him, and Harper’s struggle with the mystery of artistic creativity. 16 pages of photos. 314 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95

1909299 AMERICAN HEIRESS: The Wild Saga of the Kidnapping, Crimes and Trial of Patty Hearst. The saga of Patty Hearst highlighted a decade in which America seemed to be suffering a collective nervous breakdown. Based on over 100 interviews with all the key players and previously secret documents, this account portrays the lunacy of the half-baked radicalism of the SLA and the toxic mix of sex, politics, and violence that engulfed Patty Hearst. Photos. 371 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.95
**2895601 THE HUNT FOR THE LAST PUBLIC ENEMY IN NORTHEASTERN OHIO.** By Julie A. Thompson. Tells the true story of Alvin “Creepy” Karpis’s life and career, a riveting tale taking readers on a dark journey into the very heart of the big Easy and the bleak inards of “the Rock.” Illus. 206 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**2870053 ODDS ON THE MONEY.** By R.P. Fawcett. “This is a collection of short stories and gambling anecdotes that have been compiled to bring the reader a world of fun and entertainment while not forgetting the ever-present edge that gambling offers.” 300 pages. Diversion. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99


**2856449 THE DARKEST PLACES: Unsolved Mysteries, True Crimes, and Harrowing Disasters in the Wild.** By The Editors of Outside Magazine. On the surface, at least, the only thing the subjects of these stories, murder, violence, disappearances, and general mayhem, have in common is their isolated and extreme location. But each is a testament to the human capacity for evil. Illus. 351 pages. 317 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**2856306 THE DARKEST PLACES: Unsolved Mysteries, True Crimes, and Harrowing Disasters in the Wild.** By The Editors of Outside Magazine. On the surface, at least, the only thing the subjects of these stories, murder, violence, disappearances, and general mayhem, have in common is their isolated and extreme location. But each is a testament to the human capacity for evil. Illus. 351 pages. 317 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99
**THE FORBIDDEN ARCHEOLOGIST:** The Atlantis Rising Magazine Columnist of Michael A. Cremo. Presents Cremo’s Forbidden Archeologist columns from 2001-2009. Their primary focus: extreme human antiquity. He argues that, while some scientists believe humanity has existed for some 200,000 years, we actually go back to the beginnings of life itself. 244 pages. Viking. Published at $16.95.

**6729444**

**3696243 AMERICAN PREDATOR:** The Hunt for the Most Malevolent Serial Killer of the 21st Century. By Maureen Callahan. Captivated how Israel Keyes, a serial killer who was later sentenced to life in prison for more than a decade, the author began uncovering the true story behind the FBI caught Keyes. She tries to understand what means for a killer like Keyes to exist, a killer who committed crimes in his wake. 285 pages. Viking. Published at $27.00.

**592435 REDBONE:** The Millionaire and the Gold Digger. By Ron Stoddahl. At the age of 41, Larry Linkin was a self-made millionaire. But when he failed to show up for work one day, friends and family started to worry. He was found murdered in his own home. Keyes, a serial killer, would leave a trail of blood, corruption, and catastrophe. You’ll never read the news the same way again. Illus. 253 pages. Exisle. Published at $9.95.

**2956301 TRUTHTELLER:** By Stephen Davis. In a time of fake news and conspiracy theories, this is the essential guide for understanding the modern media world. Davis, an investigative reporter, reveals step by step how governments and corporations cover up mass murder, corruption and catastrophe. You’ll never read the news the same way again. Illus. 253 pages. Exisle. Published at $9.95.

**297990 THE NOTORIOUS RENO GANG:** The Wild Story of the West’s First Brotherhood of Thieves, Assassins, and Train Robbers. By Rachel Dickinson. Her complete story of these notorious outlaws tells how the rest of the West was born. By 1870, the most dangerous outlaw on the American frontier was dead. By 1900, he was a legend. With 348 pages, 244 pages. Lyon & Turnbull. Published at $18.95.

**2975464 THE MOST DANGEROUS MAN IN AMERICA:** Timothy Leary, Richard Nixon, and the Hunt for the Fugitive King of LSD. By B. Minutaglio & S.L. Davis. Based on firsthand interviews, this American thriller takes readers along for the gonzo ride of a lifetime. Spanning 28 months, President Nixon’s careening, global manhunt for Dr. Leary culminates in one of the trickiest journeys through the American counterculture. 384 pages. Twelve. Published at $17.99.

**3722527 CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE:** The Making of America’s Preeminent Confidential Informant. By R. Caribe & R. Cea. One of the top criminal informants in U.S. law enforcement history takes us on a harrowing journey into the underworld of the Los Angeles, in southern California mansions, makeshift DEA trailers, and Spanish Harlem drug turf. This is an epic saga of one man’s quest to redeem himself after leaving New Orleans. In this war fought among the shadows of our nation. 298 pages. Lyon & Turnbull. Published at $24.95.

**700747 BEHIND SAN QUENTIN’S WALLS:** The History of California’s Legendary Prison and Its Inmates, 1852-2002. By Miriam C. Davis. New Orleans served at the hands of a serial killer from 1910 to 1919. The Axeman of New Orleans could be the key to the mystery of Calpurnia the Grocer in the dead of the night, leaving his victims in a pool of blood. The author tells the story of the search for the Axeman, and that of the man who was the Axeman. 170 pages. Lyon & Turnbull. Published at $24.95.

**6801781 ALL-AMERICAN MURDER:** The Rise and Fall of Aaron Hernandez, the Superstar Whose Life Ended on the Field. By Jeff Diamant. In 2013, when Aaron Hernandez was convicted of first-degree murder, murder convicted at a maximum security prison in Boston, he became one of the world’s most popular thriller writer, this true crime work examines his conviction and probes the mystery of his own untimely and shocking death. 16 pages of color photos. 386 pages. Little, Brown. Published at $28.00.

**703078X CALIFORNIA DESPERADOES:** Stories of Early California Outlaws in Their Own Words. By William B. Secretly. Early California outlaws of California tell their own tales of holdups, shootings and desperate flights from the law. These are true stories and first-person accounts that you will not soon forget. Illus. 258 pages. Quill Driver Books. Published at $15.95.

**298332X THE EARTH CHRONICLES HANDBOOK:** A Comprehensive Guide to the Seven Earth Chronicles. By Zecharia Sitchin. An encyclopedic compendium of the myths and actual events from humanity’s ancient civilization that reveal the influence of visitors from ancient Earth. This handbook takes us inside the story of Man and gods a major step further. Having shown that humanity did not transit from hominids to Homo sapiens unaided and that the Anunnaki jumped the gun on evolution through genetic engineering, he takes us into the issue of human-divine contact and probes. A reprint of the original 1995 edition. Illus. 390 pages. Bear & Company. Published at $24.00.

**3723062 DIVINE ENCOUNTERS:** A Guide to Visions, Angels, and Other Emissaries. By Zecharia Sitchin. In this handbook, Sitchin takes us inside the story of Man and gods a major step further. Having shown that humanity did not transit from hominids to Homo sapiens unaided and that the Anunnaki jumped the gun on evolution through genetic engineering, he takes us into the issue of human-divine contact and probes. A reprint of the original 1995 edition. Illus. 390 pages. Bear & Company. Published at $16.00.

**9945241 PSYCHO USA:** Famous American Killers You Never Heard Of. By Harold Schecter. For every celebrity psychopath who’s gotten ink for spilling blood, there’s a bevy of all-but-forgotten homocide在床上都打U.S. margins of U.S. history. This absolutely riveting true-crime treasury showcases these cold-blooded killers. Illus. 396 pages. Ballantine. Published at $11.95.

**288996X HEIST:** The Oddball Crew Behind the $17 Million Loomis Fargo Theft. By Jeff Diament. The lead reporter on this case offers the definitive inside account of the biggest heist in America that captured American audiences on the news and on the big screen in the movie Masterminds, 264 pages. Sourcebooks. Published at $11.95.

**2982664 BLONDE RATTLESNAKE:** Burmah Adams, Tom White, and the 1933 Crime Spree That Terrorized Los Angeles. By Julia Bricklin. The story of criminal newswires Burma Adams and Tom White who struck terror in the hearts and minds of Southern Californians during the summer of 1933 while Bonnie and Clyde were on the lam in the Midwest. 170 pages. Lyon & Turnbull. Published at $17.95.

**2781824 THE AXEMAN OF NEW ORLEANS:** The True Story. By Miriam C. Davis. New Orleans served at the hands of a serial killer from 1910 to 1919. The Axeman of New Orleans could be the key to the mystery of Calpurnia the Grocer in the dead of the night, leaving his victims in a pool of blood. The author tells the story of the search for the Axeman, and that of the man who was the Axeman. 170 pages. Lyon & Turnbull. Published at $16.95.

**2839075 POLICE CRAFT:** What Cops Know About Crime, Community and Violence. By Plantinga. R. A.第一个杀人犯在洛杉矶的夜间的行动，留下了他的受害者池里的血。作者讲述了对的搜索Axeman, and that of the man who was the Axeman. 170 pages. Lyon & Turnbull. Published at $16.95.
**2939568 THE LAST STONE.** By Mark Bowden. A gripping true crime story about the disappearance of DB Cooper, and the extraordinary effort—forty years later—to bring their kidnapper to justice. This study recreates a masterpiece of criminal interrogation, and provides a chilling and unprecedented inside look into a disturbing criminal mind. 440 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $27.00. 

**2847671 KILLING PABLO: The Hunt for the World’s Greatest Outlaw.** By Mark Bowden. Exposes details never before revealed about Pablo Escobar, a 227-page thriller that provides insight into these leaders’ motivations and the location of significant buildings and streets, giving you the most complete view of the gruesome crimes. 224 pages. Andre Deutsch. Pub. at $24.95. 

**2939967 BOSTON ORGANIZED CRIME.** By Emily Sweeney. Explores the region’s shadier side and takes a closer look at the mobsters and racketeers who once operated in the Greater Boston area. Drawing upon an eclectic collection of crime scene photographs, mug shots, and police documents, the author takes readers on a journey through Boston’s underworld. 120 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Pub. at $14.99. 

**6964168 SCARFACE AND THE UNTOUCHABLE: Al Capone, Eliot Ness, and the Battle for Chicago.** By M.A. Collins and A.B. Schwartz. No underworld figure is more iconic than Al Capone and no lawman more indelible than Eliot Ness. The authors have recaptured a bygone bullet-ridden era while uncovering the previously unknown truth about Scarface’s downfall. Together they have crafted the definitive work on Capone, Ness, and the battle for Chicago. Photos. 699 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $29.99. 

**2926229 SCARFACE AND THE UNTOUCHABLE: Al Capone, Eliot Ness, and the Battle for Chicago.** By M.A. Collins and A.B. Schwartz. No underworld figure is more iconic than Al Capone and no lawman more indelible than Eliot Ness. The authors have recaptured a bygone bullet-ridden era while uncovering the previously unknown truth about Scarface’s downfall. Together they have crafted the definitive work on Capone, Ness, and the battle for Chicago. Photos. 699 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $18.99. 


**2916045 A GROSS OF PIRATES: From Alistair the Shield Maiden to Alwayne the Bean Capone.** By Jeff Guinn. Combining exhaustive research with surprising newly discovered material, Guinn tells the real story of two youngsters from a filthy Dallas slum who fell in love and then willingly traded their lives for a brief interlude of excitement and, more important, fame. 16 pages of photos. 495 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.50. 

**6827772 I’LL BE GONE IN THE DARK: One Woman’s Obsessive Search for a Golden State Killer.** By Michelle McNamara. Over the course of more than 10 years, a mysterious and violent prey committed 50 sexual assaults in Northern California and South, where he perpetrated 10 sadistic murders. In 1986 he disappeared, eluding capture by multiple police forces. The author provides a chilling account of a criminal mastermind who left behind 16 pages of photos. 328 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99. 

**3730026 PROFESSIONAL CRIMINALS OF AMERICA: From Gilded Age New York.** By Thomas Byrnes. Combining detailed research, including photographs, of over four hundred of the nation’s leading criminals. Each profile details the crimes committed and the circumstances leading to arrest and conviction. This volume is a perp walk back in time for all true crime aficionados and the beginning of a new era of American detective work. Photos. 433 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $21.95.
LIMITED QUANTITY 3724786 KILLERS OF THE FLOWER MoON: Oil, Money, Murder and the Birth of the FBI. By David Grann. After oil was discovered beneath their land in the 1920s, the Osage Indians had untold wealth. Then, one by one, they began to be killed—sometimes by their own families. Based on years of research and startling new evidence, this is a masterpiece of narrative, revealing a series of sinister secrets and reversals. Photos. 338 pages. S&S. Paperback.

669389X THE LEOPOLD AND LOEB FILES: An Intimate Look at One of America’s Most Infamous Crimes. By Nina Barrett. Encompassing primary sources, transcripts, psychological reports, and more—the volume offers a comprehensive, immersive, and bold new look at a story that has haunted popular culture for nearly a century. The time was called “the crime of the century.” Well illus. 296 pages. Agate. Pub. at $35.00


6899961 SOLVING STONEHENGE: The New Key to Ancient Egypt. By Anthony Johnson. 150 illus., 45 in color. 286 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $49.95


*2914719 MANSION IN HIS OWN WORDS. By Charles Manson as told to E. Emmons. 16 pages of photos. 222 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95


6772250 JOURNEYS TO THE MYTHICAL PAST. By Zeharia Ashkenazi. Photos. 136 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $26.00


*279425X THE BIG HEIST: The Real Story of the Lufthansa Heist, the Mafia, and Murder. By Anthony M. DeStefano. 16 pages of photos. 266 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $25.00
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**Ghosts**

- **284947X GREAT CANADIAN GHOST STORIES: Legendary Tales of Hauntings from Coast to Coast.** By Barbara Smith. 236 pages. Touching stories, fresh ways to turn yourself into a ghost, walk on water, commune with the dead, produce magical dwarves, and other amazing feats, and explores the reasons people have turned to magic from ancient times to modern. Illus. 380 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub at $14.95. $9.95

- **6974201 GRAND CANYON GHOST STORIES.** By Debe Branning. 172 pages. Riverbend. Paperback. Pub at $12.95. **PRICE CUT TO $7.50**


- **696196 NEW ENGLAND NIGHTMARES: True Tales of the Strange and Gothic.** By Keven McQueen. 277 pages. Quarry. Paperback. Pub at $25.00. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

- **6981127 MONTANA GHOST STORIES: Eerie True Tales.** By Debra D. Munn. 174 pages. Riverbend. Paperback. **PRICE CUT TO $5.95**

- **698116X WYOMING GHOST STORIES: Eerie True Tales.** By Debra D. Munn. 205 pages. Riverbend. Paperback. **PRICE CUT TO $7.95**

**Occult**

- **696228 TOUCHING HEAVEN: A Cardiologist’s Encounters with Death and Finding Proof of an Afterlife.** By Changnoi C randall with K. Bears. It took many years and piles of overwhelming evidence to convince this Yale-trained physician that there is a heaven existent. He starts treating patients with “the best of medicine and the best of heaven.” Here he relates stories of his encounters with the divine as a father, a doctor, and a believer. 210 pages. FaithWords. Paperback. Pub at $14.99. **PRICE CUT TO $9.99**

- **LIMITED QUANTITY 3728129 LIFE BEYOND DEATH: What Should We Expect?** By David Fontana. A positive and engaging introduction to the possibilities of the afterlife. The late psychologist David Fontana examined accounts of after-death experiences from patients and health professionals worldwide, and discovered a remarkable uniformity of description. Drawing also on extensive research into the paranormal, he builds a compelling case that there is a life beyond death. 214 pages. Watkins. Paperback. **SOLD OUT**

- **2896222 EGYPTIAN MAGIC.** By E.A. Wally Budge. First published in 1899, this is the classic work of one of the most prolific Victorian Egyptologists, and is essential reading for anyone interested in Egyptian spirituality. 373 pages. Chartwell. Paperback. Pub at $9.99. **LIMITED QUANTITY 3728205 THE MYSTERY OF SPRING-HEELED JACK: From Victorian Legend to Steampunk Hero.** By John Matthews. Exploiting the vast urban London surrounding this enigmatic figure, Matthews explains how the Victorian fascination with strange phenomena and sinister figures, paired with interest in magic, has given rise to the Spring-Heeled Jack to be conjured into existence. Illus., some color. 342 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub at $19.95. **$4.95**

- **6855553 THE EVIDENCE FOR THE SIXTH SENSE.** By Hazel Courteney. Whether you are interested in life after death, gurus, psychic phenomena. When controlled, it is the gateway to a vast new world and a new way to understand yourself. In this volume, the authors’ conversation with the ghost of Krishnasamy. Steeped in history and culture, this book serves as your eyes in the world of the paranormal. 310 pages. ILEX. Pub at $14.99. **SOLD OUT**


- **2986592 PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ASTRAL PROJECTION: The Out-of-Body Experience.** By M. Denning & O. Phillips. The out of body experience is much more than a strange sensation to many individuals. This book offers a gateway to that vast new world and a new way to understand yourself. In this guide you will learn a safe, effective, step by step approach to freeing yourself from the restricted bonds of the material world. 192 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub at $13.99. **$10.95**


- **Dino**

**2886650 CHASING BIGFOOT: The Quest for Truth.** widescreen. See the Bigfoot legend through the eyes of the true believers. In five episodes, courageous explorers delve their lives to discovering the truth and bringing home the evidence to prove it. Includes The Nature of Bigfoot, The Bigfoot Encounters, The Bigfoot Phenomenon: The Bigfoot Adventure, Weekend, and Bigfoot Research and Evidence. 120 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

**3783714 A LITTLE BIT OF MYSTIC OCCULTOLOGY.** By New Master. Explore the fascinating reality of numerology, an ancient system that reveals the life goals and lessons you're here to master. Learn an expert in the field and offer insights into learning the tools that anyone who wants to understand it. 118 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**2886758 THE ART OF TAROT.** By Christine Olsen. A visual history of tarot cards, from hand-painted Renaissance decks to modern interpretations by artists like Salvador Dalí. A resource and an inspiration for tarot readers, artists, and anyone who is curious about these captivating cards. Fullyillus. in color. 320 pages. Llewellyn. $9.95

**3714179 A CART FULL OF MAGIC: The Supermarket Shopping List.** By Ileana Abre. Improve your emotional well-being, finances, love, and spiritual health by imbuing your weekly grocery expedition with a magical perspective. Discover how to use a tomato for prosperity, a safety pin for protection, a carnation for healing, and much more. Abre shows you how to make your shopping list come alive with magic. 368 pages. Llewellyn. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

**2932286 HEALTH REVELATIONS FROM HEAVEN: 8 Divine Teachings from a Near-Death Experience.** By P. Rosa & S. Sintra. Combines Dr. Sintra’s holistic approach to medical treatments with Rosa’s eight revelations about the nature of health, healing, and well being to lead you toward revitalized health, a new-found sense of purpose, and spiritual balance. 246 pages. Rodale. $14.99 $4.95

**2843676 STRANGE INDIANA MONSTERS.** By Michael Newton. Takes you on a tour of exotic animals and reptiles found in the state, as well as the sightings of such legendary creatures as Bigfoot and Devil Monkeys. Photos. 128 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

**2788691 BE YOUR OWN ASTROLOGER: Unlock the Secrets of the Signs and Planets.** By Joanna Waters. Discover how to understand and interpret your birth chart to reveal the secrets of the signs and planets, and help you gain a deeper understanding of your relationships, unique gifts, and life’s purpose. Illus. in color. 160 pages. CICO Books. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**5895138 THE TRAVELER’S GUIDE TO THE ASTRAL PLANE.** By Steve Richards. People have long believed that there is a parallel world and experience beyond this everyday plane to which the subtle or astral body, freed from its prison of flesh, has access. Richards presents a panoramic view of astral reality, including suggestions for planning your own astral adventure astral sex, heaven and hell, and astral meditation. 147 pages. Weiser. Publisher at $14.95 $5.95

**3721574 THE APPRENTICE WITCH’S SPELL BOOK: Set Your Intentions, Unleash Your Power, Change Your Life.** By Marian Green. Ward off harm and bring good luck and good health with the help of a little benevolent magic from this collection of more than 40 charming spells to increase your physical, mental, and spiritual well-being. The perfected collection for the amateur who desires to channel the potent magic of nature. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Weldon Owen. Publisher at $16.99 $6.95

**3691977 LLEWELLYN’S 2020 WITCHES’ SPELL-A-DAY ALMANAC.** By Barbara Ardinger et al. Enrich your magical practice with 365 charms, meditations, and enchantments designed to improve your daily life in numerous ways. These spells make it easy to maintain your intentions and add a little something to each day. The spells in this guide address the most important topics for a successful life. 262 pages. Llewellyn. Publisher at $12.99 $9.95

**3691960 LLEWELLYN’S 2020 MOON SIGHTING bewilders of the Signs of the Moon.** By Mirielle Blaude et al. This easy to use guide provides the best times and dates to help you plan your most important endeavors. Whether you’re gardening, negotiating business deals, or beginning a new relationship, the practical information that’s given will put you one step closer to achieving your goals and living your dreams. Illus. 310 pages. Llewellyn. Publisher at $12.99 $9.95

**3691942 LLEWELLYN’S 2020 MAGICAL ORACLE: Practical Magic for Everyday Living.** By Elizabeth Barrett et al. This new oracle card guide explores many modern topics, such as making personal bindruneis, casting spells for safe travel, using silence in your practice, and performing rituals for personal justice. This is a resource that will transform your life day into a magical adventure. Illus. 282 pages. Llewellyn. $11.95

**3700615 TRUE MAGIC: Spells That Really Work.** By Draja Micaharovich. This guide provides the perfect introduction to natural magic, as well as practical results and long-term goals. Color illus. 192 pages. Llewellyn. Publisher at $17.99 $11.95

**6699227 LA SANTA MUERTE: Unearthing the Magic & Mysticism of Death.** By Tomas Prower. Discover the history, culture, and practical magic of La Santa Muerte, the Mexican patron saint of lost causes, the LGBT community, addicts, and anyone who has been marginalized by society. Includes step-by-step instructions for spells, magic, and prayers for practical results and long-term goals. Color illus. 13 pages. Llewellyn. $17.95

**2894261 THE LIMITLESS SOUL: Hypno-Regression Case Studies into Past, Present & Future Lives.** By Bryn Blackadder. Tackles numerology, past, afterlife, and future life case studies, this guide invites you to explore the many aspects of a soul’s existence. These narratives show that we are more than the sum of our present lives and that they can be used to gain insight into your soul’s future while exploring earthly lessons for your incarnation. 216 pages. Llewellyn. Publisher at $16.99 $12.95

**2888807 HANDWRITING ANALYSIS: Plain & Simple.** By Eve Bingham. Show you how to interpret handwriting, from even the briefest written sample, to learn more about yourself, your colleagues, and your friends and family. Bingham explains in this simple guide how arriving at reliable analysis works, and soon you’ll be able to analyze documents yourself to find the deeper meaning they hold. Illus. 132 pages. Hampton Roads. Publisher at $16.99 $12.95

**46837MX SANTA MUERTE: The History, Rituals, and Magic of Our Lady of the Holy Death.** By Tracey Rollin. Offers a complete ritual guide to working with this famous—and infamous—Mexican folk saint, the female personification of death, for personal growth and healing. Includes workings with Holy Death that may be used alone or easily incorporated into your own magical practice. 236 pages. Weiser. Publisher at $16.95 $12.95

**3248994 UNLOCK THE ZODIAC: Discover Why You’re Not Like Anyone Else with Your Sun Sign.** By Sassa Fenton. Determine your decan and decode on the easy-to-use tables provided, then see what their interpretations say about your life. The origin of the Tarot, the Knights Templar, the election of the Pope, the New World Order. By Zecharia Sitchin. Offers documentary evidence of the existence of the mysterious planet Nibiru and tells why its astronauts came to Earth eons ago to fashion mankind in their image. Illus. 436 pages. HarperCollins. Publisher at $7.99 $5.95

**3283487 WHEN TIME BEGAN.** By Zecharia Sitchin. Presents the case that it was ancient visitors from the heavens who left behind stone circles like Stonehenge, that astronomers have already been revealed in ancient Sumerian, Egyptian, and Mesopotamian texts. Illus. 343 pages. Avon. Publisher at $7.99 $5.95


**3724328 HOW TO MAKE BAD THINGS HAPPEN TO AWFUL PEOPLE: Spells for Revenge, Power & Protection.** By Deborah Gray. This little guide with hexes, protection spells, and backstabbing incantations will help you get back at errant boyfriends, dream-sabotaging sorcerers, and backstabbing, bitchy gossips. Illus. 120 pages. Hampton Roads. Publisher at $14.95 $11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/808
限定了数量 3714128 奇数和关系：简单的步骤来提高你的关系与任何人都由 David Pond. 使用的权力和知识的行星，这个修订版布告牌的占星学的秘密来提高你所有的关系。占星学是唯一的方法来增加自知之明和自信和你潜在的能力的实现通过用占星术。350 页。Llewellyn. Paperbound. $11.95

★ 3691993 心理发展：Deeper Understanding of Your Intuition. By Melanie Barnum. 提供了许多敏锐的示例和技巧，占星学的指南给你一个敏锐的视野，占星术的发展，让你了解你有占星术的全貌。225 页。Llewellyn. Paperbound. $11.95

★ 296922X 金色大魔术：高级的指南由 High Magic by Cigero. 无论你是否已经对黄金大魔术或黄金大魔术有一些了解，这些方法将使你成为你现在的你来吸引黄金大魔术或者黄金大魔术。176 页。Llewellyn. Paperbound. $17.95

★ 2942623 简约数字手册. By Tania Gabrielle. 发现了数字的全部只对你和你的命运. 128 页。Llewellyn. Paperbound. $11.95

★ 2851558 地球网格：圣域的地图。 By Hugh Newman. 古老的地球网格和古地图证明，地球的发展和地球的发展。248 页。Phoenix. Paperbound. $21.95

★ 6751644 女巫的书籍. By Janet & Stewart Farrar. 包括女巫和女巫的概述方法，包括比如说，你是否已经了解它们，或者你可以了解它们的新颖的。439 页。Phoenix. Paperbound. $21.95


★ 3208141 THE SECRET SCIENCE OF NUMEROLOGY. By Shirley Blackwell Lawrence. 提供了一个全面的解释的神秘的。256 页。Phoenix. Paperbound. $24.95

★ 3715493 THE BIG BOOK OF NUMEROLOGY. By Shirley Blackwell Lawrence. 提供了一个全面的解释的神秘的。256 页。Phoenix. Paperbound. $24.95

★ 3745717 NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCE: A Historical Exploration from the Ancient World to the Present Day. By Marisa St Clair. 从古到今的近死体验的历史调查。172 页。Weiser. Paperbound. $23.95

★ 5791839 THE BOOK OF BLACK MAGIC. By Arthur Edward Waite. 由 Arthur Edward Waite 介绍的。135 页。Llewellyn. Paperbound. $15.95

★ 2960931 SUN SIGNS PLAIN & SIMPLE: The Only Book You'll Ever Need. By S. Fenton & J. Dee. 由 S. Fenton & J. Dee 介绍的。144 页。Phoenix. Paperbound. $21.95

★ 2802913 LIVING RUNES: Theory and Practice of Norse Divination. By Galina Kravchuk. 介绍的。222 页。Weiser. Paperbound. $15.95

★ 2971410 LIVING RUNES: Theory and Practice of Norse Divination. By Galina Kravchuk. 介绍的。222 页。Weiser. Paperbound. $15.95

★ 296111 THE SORCERER'S SECRETS: Strategies in Practical Magick. By Jason Miller. 介绍了策略。250 页。Weiser. Paperbound. $17.95

★ 2966132 THE BOOK OF ENOCH the PROPHET. By R.H. Charles. 介绍的。160 页。Weiser. Paperbound. $15.95

★ 3758974 ASTROLOGY FOR REAL LIFE: A Workbook for Beginners. By Theresa Reed. 介绍的。158 页。Weiser. Paperbound. $16.95

★ 2727986 THE HISTORY OF THE DEVIL. By Paul Carus. 介绍了历史。468 页。Dover. Paperbound. $16.95

★ 3715507 THE BIG BOOK OF TAROT. By Joan Bunning. 介绍了塔罗牌。357 页。Weiser. Paperbound. $17.95

★ 90 MINUTES IN HEAVEN: A True Story of Death and Life. By Don Piper with C. Murphy. 介绍的。224 页。Zondervan. Paperbound. $16.95

★ 90 MINUTES IN HEAVEN: A True Story of Death and Life. By Don Piper with C. Murphy. 介绍的。224 页。Zondervan. Paperbound. $16.95


★ 5964334 THE BOOK OF MAGIC: From Antiquity to the Enlightenment. By Toby Chappell. 介绍了古代到现代的。260 页。Llewellyn. Paperbound. $15.95

★ 2982721 INNER GEOMETRY AND THE LEFT-HAND PATH: The Magician’s System of the Nine Angles. By Toby Chappell. 介绍了几何和左手法。256 页。Llewellyn. Paperbound. $15.95

★ 2982720 MYSTIC JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH. By S. Fenton & J. Dee. 介绍了地球的中心。400 页。Phoenix. Paperbound. $24.95

★ 2802276 MAZES AND Labyrinths. By W.H. Matthews. 介绍了迷宫和迷宫。192 页。Judson. Paperbound. $15.95


**2946165** SUPERNATURAL LORE OF PENNSYLVANIA: Ghosts, Monsters and Mysterious Legends. By Robert O. Jackson. The mystical influence of Pennsylvania's strange creatures and tales of the supernatural thrive in Pennsylvania. Passed down over generations, these legends provide both thrilling stories and dire warnings. Join the author on an inspired journey into this fascinating realm of the unknown. An inspiring work that is practical, deeply comforting, and wonderfully motivational, in asking us to see beyond ourselves to a more magnificent universal design. 268 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $11.95

**2914255** WITCHCRAFT: Embrace the Witch Within. By Juliet Diaz. Discover how to connect with the power of your inner Witch, create spells, potions, and rituals for love, healing, and divination. Easy to follow instructions and secrets of how you discover your psychic world. 199 pages. Rockpool. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $10.95

**293830X** VOYAGE OF PURPOSE: Spiritual Wisdom from Near-Death Back to Life. By D. Bennett & C. Griffith-Bennett. After being caught in a violent storm off the coast of California, Bennett drowned, and while technically dead, he met beings of light, relived his life as a nurse, resulting in a complete paradigm shift for him, which he reveals in this volume. 149 pages. Findhorn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

**5391181** HOW TO BECOME A MAGE: A Twentieth-Century French Occult Manifesto. By Josephin Peladan. This volume is the first English translation of the enormously influential occultist Peladan. This nineteenth-century French thinker was committed to the belief that the best way to enter into communion with the divine was through magic and the arts. This is a vital work in the history of occultism. 244 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $31.99. $23.95

**3763137** THE CRYSTAL WITCH: The Magikal Way to Calm and Heal the Body, Mind, and Spirit. By S. Robbins & L. Greenway. The energetic properties, healing qualities, and magical powers in crystals can enhance a person’s life. Now you can learn how to incorporate crystals and gemstones into your daily rituals, from choosing stones to casting crystal spells. This in-depth guide is the ultimate crystal craft reference you’ll want to turn to. Illus. 306 pages. Sterling Ethos. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**2900657** THE WITCH’S WAYS: A Guide to Modern-Day Spellcraft, Nature Magick, and Divination. By S. Robbins & L. Greenway. This guide will inspire anyone seeking a wider knowledge of Wicca and nature-based spellcraft. The authors cover everything from the different types of witches and their practices to how to use plants and flowers in spells, drawing on their own experience of the mystical, including choosing and collecting stones to casting crystal spells. This in-depth guide is the ultimate crystal craft reference you’ll want to turn to. Illus. 306 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**2936257** YOUR SOUL PURPOSE: Learn How to Access the Light Within. By Kim Kowalski. What is your soul’s purpose on this earth? World renowned medium, Russo, helps you answer this question and many others. This guide is designed to help you look back to your own inner strength. Whether it’s finding ways to be centered or trying to move to a higher plane of consciousness. 207 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $25.95. $19.95

**3792193** TRANSCENDENTAL MAGIC: By Eliade. Introduces the theoretical and practical elements of the mystical traditions that underlie magical work, covering the subject from the Qabalistic, Hermetic, and Christian points of view. Instructions are clearly given for internal exercises, as well as magical instruments of the art and their ceremonial implementation in the rites governing necromancy, spells, and divination. Illus. 438 pages. Weiser. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95. $26.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/808
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HEAVEN’S LESSONS: Ten Things I Learned About God When I Died. By Steve Leibowitz. The author, whose wife, Suzanne Leibowitz, was transported to a heavenly world through the power of her faith, shares his testimonial. 242 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $19.99.

Weaving her own personal stories and experiences, Esther, the author of Jonah, and Daniel, shares her insights and reflections on the lessons learned from these biblical figures. 218 pages. Marquette UP. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00.


Gibson & M. McKinley. Color photos. 242 pages. St. Martin’s. 6830749
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The Nature of Things. By Matthew Bunson. For all his authority, the pope cannot unilaterally change the Church’s teaching on infallibility. 219 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $16.99.

The Truth about the Shroud of Turin: Solving the Mystery. By Robert K. Wilcox. The author investigates every aspect of the shroud’s history, from the ancient Egyptian weave of the cloth to the possible role of radiation in forming the image. Drawing on over twenty years of research, Wilcox presents the full story of the shroud in a way that will bring you closer to God and offer reassurance that you are never, ever, alone. 160 pages. Illus. 252 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00.
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The Nature of Things. By Matthew Bunson. For all his authority, the pope cannot unilaterally change the Church’s teaching on infallibility. 219 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $16.99.
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2909391 THE UNHOLY TRINITY: Blocking the Left’s Assault on Life, Marriage, and Gender. By Matthew P. McMahon. Examines Catholic teachings to expose how liberals have successfully attempted to redefine life, marriage, and gender. Chipping away at the bedrock of our civilization, new attacks on abortion, gay marriage, and gender identity threaten to radically alter our politics and dangerously place man above God and the self above the good of the whole. 254 pages. Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

281993 THE TIMELINE HISTORY OF MORMONISM: From Premortality to the Present. By Christopher Kimball Bigelow. Presents a panoramic timeline that chronicles 6,000 years of the Lives Saints (LDS) scripture and history which put Mormon events into perspective. Also features a basic introduction to Mormonism, profiles beliefs, Doctrines, scriptures; and historical sites. Well illus. 58 pages. Thunder Bay. 10x14. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95


2964120 INSIDE THE AEITHMUM: Unmasking the Religion of Those Who Say There Is No God. By Anthony DeStefano. Using irony and a healthy dose of playful sarcasm, DeStefano lampoons, teases, and deflates the atheist position, unmaking it for what it is: an empy, intellectually barren philosophy, devoid of any logic and common sense. 219 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

2971023 THINK, ACT, BE LIKE JESUS. By R.Nhalep. The author helps you grasp the vision of Christian life and get started on the journey of discipleship. Frase unpacks ten key beliefs, ten key practices and the ten core relationships that will help you become more like Jesus Christ. As he unrolls the revolutionary dream of Jesus, Frase shows how our lives fit into the big picture of what God is doing in the world. 263 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

2985020 CONVERSATIONS WITH MARY: Messages of Love, Healing, Hope, and Unity for Everyone. By Anna Raimondi. Through Anna, the Virgin Mary touches and teaches important truths about the soul, prayer, and what happens when we die. Her conversations with Anna are simultaneously illuminating, inspiring, and provocative, and offer real insight into your past, present, and future. Illus. 287 pages. Syrtue. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

2989956 SALADIN: The Sultan Who Vanquished the Crusaders and Built an Islamic Empire. By Donna Wall. Examines whether Pope Francis is using his authority wisely, to offer a fully Christian alternative to the status quo, or whether he’s unwisely trying to impose his views on a world that’s exhausted and corrupt. The answer will determine not only whether he ends up as a hero or a tragic failure for Catholics, but also for the whole world. 252 pages. Franciscan Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $10.99

2980723 TO CHANGE THE CHURCH: Pope Francis and the Future of Catholic Empire. By Ronald L. Douthat. Examines whether Pope Francis is using his authority wisely, to offer a fully Christian alternative to the status quo, or whether he’s unwisely trying to impose his views on a world that’s exhausted and corrupt. The answer will determine not only whether he ends up as a hero or a tragic failure for Catholics, but also for the whole world. 254 pages. Franciscan Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3709337 A MARY CHRISTMAS. By Kathleen M. Carroll. Advent asks us to wait in joyful hope. In responding to this call, we can have no better teacher than Mary, the Mother of Our Lord. Her Seven Joys transform the Christmas season by reminding us to savor glad tidings, closer relationships, and new beginnings. 117 pages. Franciscan Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

3719902 THE ESSENTIAL WRITINGS. By John of the Cross. Contains this 16th-century Spanish Carmelite monk’s most stirring works, including the classic The Dark Night, in which he explains the role of darkness in the spiritual journey, 144 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $3.95

3789003 A CATHOLIC CHRISTMAS. By Kathleen M. Carroll. Fascinating stories of some favorite saints, such as Nicholas, Lucy, Stephen, and others. The history behind some of the most popular feasts, such as the Epiphany and the Immaculate Conception, will help you understand the importance of Christmas in the Masses. 117 pages. Franciscan Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

3799256 WHERE HOPE IS CONSPIRED. By John Baldock. Explores the rich body of literature that explores how Sufis have produced to guide spiritual travelers through their faith. Explaining and emphasizing significant Sufi authors’ works sheds light on the Sufi’s fascinating perception of life and offers intriguing pathways to further study and reflection. 238 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

389493X JESUS THE MAGICIAN: A Renowned Historian Reveals How Jesus Was Misunderstood. By D.J. McMillan. Includes the admonitions on, and examples of, the various forms of regular life by Antony, Synkletica, Pachomius, Basil, Cassian, and the other fathers of the monastic traditions. 237 pages. Ivan R. Dee. Pub. at $26.50 $3.95

3716791 DEATH, BURIAL, AND AFTERLIFE IN THE ANCIENT WORLD. By Rachel S. Hallotte. Tracks Judeo-Jewish attitudes toward the dead centuries, as burial practices were transformed by the Jews’ encounters with Persia, Greece, Rome, and the influence of the practices of modern Judaism and Christianity. 237 pages. Ivan R. Dee. Pub. at $26.50 $3.95

3788209 THE POWER OF POSITIVE WORDS. By Stan Toler. Explores the power of words, from blessings to curses, to make a difference, and to do good. Knowing the incredible effect our words can have gives us insight into how they influence the people around us long after they are spoken. 182 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


3694917 THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT. By Joel Osteen. Read by the author. Osteen offers uplifting and inspiring stories of family and friends, Christmas traditions that will help listeners return to the essence of the holiday. This heartwarming collection will inspire and amuse listeners while enhancing their faith in God, goodness, and internal wisdom. 58 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2989568 HAPINESS IN THIS LIFE. By Pope Francis. For Pope Francis, the appearance of our everyday lives is a spiritual undertaking. Joy is a divine gift and an essential joy around us, by essential part of faith. Every homily and speech in this title delivers, in warm engaging language, a key lesson in joyful living and happiness in life. 58 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

694355 CONFESSIONS OF AN ISLAMOPHobe. By Robert Spencer. There needs to be a thorough and honest public discussion of the acceptable parameters of criticism of Islam, radical and dangerous political ideology which consciously places itself in opposition to democracy and basic human rights. Spencer attempts to begin that discussion. Paperbound. 269 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $26.00 $9.45

3919151 ESSENTIAL FIGURES IN THE BIBLE. By Ronald L. Eisenberg. Catalogs and explains the importance of more than 250 individuals most vital to an understanding of the Hebrew Bible and its teachings. Dr. Eisenberg provides summaries of the narratives relevant to each individual, as well as representative quotations from the Bible and supplementary materials from rabbinitic literature, for a total of approximately 229 pages. Jason Aronson. Pub. at $64.00 $7.95

3717638 REGULAR LIFE, SECOND EDITION: Monastic, Canonical, and Benedictine. By Robert Spencer, B.D. and D.J. McMillan. Includes the admonitions on, and examples of, the various forms of regular life by Antony, Synkletica, Pachomius, Basil, Cassian, and the other fathers of the monastic traditions. 237 pages. Ivan R. Dee. Pub. at $26.50 $3.95
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3694372 BECOMING BRAVE. By Tracey Mitchell. A brave life is the result of choosing to be bold and fearless in everything you want to conquer in defeat. The author offers a fresh, innovative approach to intentionally living a meaningful, courageous life. Each chapter contains insights on how to transform fear and anxiety into confidence and courage and become truly brave. 215 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3693309 GOD, FAITH, AND REASON. By Michael Savage. Rather than an academic, theological treatise, Savage draws on Christian, Jewish, Buddhist, and other spiritual sources—as well as autobiographical material and highlights from his radio show—and shares the glimpse of God he has experienced throughout the whole of his life. He presents the reader with one man’s perceptions of the daily presence of God in the world around us. 237 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

2858687 GOD, FAITH, AND REASON. By Michael Savage. Gives readers an intimate look at Savage’s quest for spiritual truth. In his trademark no-holds-barred style, he shares the many “glimpses of God” he’s experienced over his lifetime, including boyhood stories, introspective reflection, and inspirational moments from his radio show. 243 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

2919395 INSIDE THE VATICAN. By Bart McDowell, photos by J.L. Stanfield. This stunning volume features first-person essays on a variety of themes: Hidden treasure, Sun Riders, Aces of the Faithful, Portraits of a Beloved Pope; and more. In addition to a historical perspective of this extraordinary place, you’ll also explore the workings of the Holy See and how the church’s labyrinthine government operates. 260 pages. National Geographic. 9x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95


2995514 LESSONS IN HOPE: My Unexpected Life with St. John Paul II. By Jeanette Marko. The story of the renowned Catholic author’s friendship with St John Paul II. A deeply humane portrait of a saint by an eminent scholar, offering fresh insights into the heart, soul, and spirit of the church of today. Essential reading for anyone seeking a more personal understanding of a world changing Basic. Pub. at $32.00 $5.95

3719863 THE REFORMATION EXPERIENCE. By Eric Ives. One of the most catalytic events in European history, what was it really like to live through the Reformation? Reflecting the most recent scholarship and controversy, this volume provides an inside look into the thoughts and lives of individual Englishmen and women of this period. 320 pages. Lion Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3711003 ZEN. By Alan Watts. This small volume gives a brilliant clarification of Zen philosophy—a rare early work by Watts, first published in 1948, and featuring wonderful ink drawings and calligraphy by the author himself. 80 pages. New World Library. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

3727268 THREE GIFTS OF THE THEOLOGY OF LISIEUX: A Saint for Our Times. By Patrick Ahern. In this inspiring work, Ahern looks at the teachings of Saint Thérèse of Lisieux, the Little Flower. Through the lens of his own experiences, he shows us how this “saint for our times” played such an important role in shaping his theology for more than seventy years. 127 pages. Image. Pub. at $14.99 $2.95

6795110 THE UNIVERSAL KABBALAH: Deciphering the Cosmic Code in the Sacred Geometry of the Sabbath Star Diagram. By Leonora Leet. In this landmark work, an innovative modern kabbalista reveals the mathematical code at the core of the towering kabbalistic edifice. Leet takes readers through the seven spiritual worlds of the Kabbalah, and relates them to the conscious development of the soul. Illus., some color. 494 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2836696 THE BIG BOOK OF ANGEL STORIES. By Jenny Smedley. Bringing together a collection of Smedley’s most moving and powerful stories about the angels, and is filled with astonishing personal accounts from people who have seen, heard or been helped by angels. 312 pages. Hay House. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

293390X BLOOD MOONS: Decoding the Inevitable Heavensigns. By Mark Biltz. This definitive work on the blood moons phenomenon provides the key to understanding the divine link between prophecy, heavenly signs, and when they intersect. 188 pages. WND. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3743578 THE HIDDEN TRUTH FROM THE HISTORICAL WITNESS LIFE BEFORE AND DURING THE HOLOCAUST. Ed. by Shmuel Spector. Based on a thirty-volume encyclopedia published only in Hebrew, this accessible edition recalibrates the historical record during the Holocaust and makes this invaluable resource available in English for the first time. It chronicles the peoples, habits, and customs of more than 6,500 Jewish communities with 17 pages of maps and 600 photographs and illustrations. 3,511 pages in three volumes. NYUP 10x12. Pub. at $225.00

3719995 ST. OSWALD OF NORTHUMBRIA: Continental Metaphysician, Marian’s Marian. A study of the development of the legend of St. Oswald, whose cult flourished in medieval Germany, accompanied by an edition and translation of Oswald’s saga, which represents the oldest independent account of the story of Oswald, who, was lost during the Holocaust and makes this invaluable resource available in English for the first time. It chronicles the peoples, habits, and customs of more than 6,500 Jewish communities with 17 pages of maps and 600 photographs and illustrations. 3,511 pages in three volumes. NYUP 10x12. Pub. at $225.00

3703363 THE ESSENCE OF KABBALAH. By Brian L. Lancaster. Explains the mysticism of the Hebrew Bible, and presents an overview of the history of the kabbalistic tradition. This definitive work on the blood moons phenomenon provides the key to understanding the divine link between prophecy, heavenly signs, historical events, and when they intersect. 207 pages. MRHS. Pub. at $43.00 $9.95

2878725 EVEN IN OUR DARKNESS. By Jack Deeve. A powerful memoir of finding beauty and friendship through the pain of loss, tragedy, and brokenness. In this unvarnished story of a life transformed by the grace of Jesus, the author offers a powerful message of hope and healing to those who have seen, heard or been helped by angels. 312 pages. Hay House. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

6983335 HOW TO READ THE BIBLE LIKE A SEMINARY PROFESSOR: A Practical and Entertaining Exploration of the World’s Most Famous Book. By Mark M. Fararough. Offers the perfect companion for those who are ready to dip deep into the sacred texts, unlock the hidden truths of Scripture, and discover the deeper meaning behind the stories of the Bible. 346 pages. FaithWords. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $9.95

2851758 GOOD CHRISTIAN SEX: Why Catholic Teaching and Other Things the Bible Says About Sex. By Bromleigh McCleneghan. Explores the Bible in conversation with the wisdom of theologians, ethicists, and psychologists to find a better way for Christians to understand and practice their sexual desires in light of their deep faith. 240 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

298024X TEACHINGS OF THE CHRISTIAN MYSTICS. Ed. by Andrew Harvey. From the roots of Christianity to the present day, these mystical texts cover a vast range of topics, providing spiritual nourishment that can strengthen your own spiritual life—and to challenge preconceived ideas about the path of Christianity. 180 pages. Shambhala. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

6912168 HERMAPHRODITES, GYNO-MORPHS & JESUS: She-Male Gods & the Roots of Christianity. By David C. A. Hillman. Explores the broad view of sexuality in the ancient Greek and Roman world and its influence on the development of Christianity. Hillman shows that ancient Gnostics in the 2nd century C.E. saw and understood sex in a broad and open one that produced Western Democracy, and the narrow and constricted one that became the Church’s road to power. Illus. 172 pages. Ronin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
2860449 FATAL DISCORD: Erasmus, Luther, and the Fight for the Western Mind. By Michael Massing. Dual biography and fascinating intellectual history that examines two key figures of European history—Erasmus of Rotterdam and Martin Luther. Shows how they managed to bridge a chasm that was once insurmountable. 448 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $15.99


2917742 FINDING SELAH. By Kristen Kill. The Psalms call it selah, the pause between the notes in a song. The author will show you how to tune your ear to the song God is singing over you, embrace the “selah moments” found in your daily rhythms, and encounter the selah in Christ who bridges the gap of your most hectic days. 174 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $15.99


3751325 MEISTER ECKHART’S BOOK OF SECRETS: Meditations on Letting Go and Finding True Freedom. By M.S. Burrows & J.M. Sweeney. Provides a road map to the spiritual life for contemporary seekers. Eckhart’s ideas have yet to reach the wider world. This book guides you on a journey of discovery, a journey in which we learn to let go, relinquish our need to know everything, and lose those things that we think are important for a life of worth. 218 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.99

3729443 THE TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD: The Great Liberation Through Hearing in the Bardo. By Guru Rinpoche. In this classic scripture of Tibetan Buddhism—transmitted as a teaching to help them attain liberation—death and rebirth are seen as a process that provides an opportunity to recognize the true nature of the mind. 178 pages. Shambhala. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $14.99

2840472 THE SEVEN CHAKRA PERSONALITY TYPES. By Shai Tibbon. Presents a system for understanding your type based on the wisdom of the chakras. This comprehensive guide will help you appreciate your unique personality. Find out which of the seven chakras is most attracted to specific things. 268 pages. Conari Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $16.99

2916606 DANGEROUS ILLUSIONS: How Religion Deprives Us of Happiness. By Vitaly Malkin. A psychotherapist and business man, Malkin argues for a radical shift in humanity’s thinking about religion. That religion and reason cannot co-exist, and that mankind will only truly be happy if we are able to shake off the illusions given us by religion in order to live a more realistic life. 413 pages. Fawcett Columbine. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

2620011 THE BENEFACTOR OPTION: A Strategy for Christians in a Post-Christian Nation. By Rod Dreher. This title is both a manifesto and a rallying cry for Christians who, if they are not to be conquered, must learn how to fight on culture war battlefields. Only faith, hope, and love, embodied in a renewed church and resilient culture, can sustain believers in the dark age that has overtaken us. 262 pages. Sentinel. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $14.95


2972937 WAKE UP TO THE WORD. By Joyce Meyer. Read by Jodi Carlisle. In this 365-day devotional, Meyer provides words you can use to develop a life-changing closeness with God. For each day, Meyer provides a reading from the Bible along with her day’s word and its definition, along with relevant scripture and practical advice for how to apply what you learn. Embrace more of the wonderful life He created for you! Eight hours on 7 CDs. FaithWords. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

2972909 OVERLOAD. By Joyce Meyer. Read by Jodi Carlisle. This best-selling author will help you identify the catalysts of worry in your life, as well as offers effective advice and practical steps to improve your spiritual wisdom you need to manage stress. Through exploring the insights of the Bible you can achieve the peaceful life that is intended for you. Over five hours on 5 CDs. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95
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3727270 CHINA GOES TO SEA: Maritime Transformation in Comparative Historical Perspective, Ed.by Andrew S. Ross. Without underestimating the enduring pull of China’s past as it embodies threats to the country’s internal stability, the authors examine centuries of foreign influence and the resulting transformation from continental to maritime power through the ages, from the Persian Empire to the Soviet Union. Maps. 485 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $49.95

6712894 BENEATH THE SEVEN SEAS: Adventures with the Institute of Nautical Archaeology, Ed. by George F. Ross. Features first-hand accounts written by the discoverers themselves of some of the greatest shipwreck and sunken-city projects ever undertaken. Details stories of the oldest and deepest ever excavated, through the Greek, Roman, and medieval eras, to the craft sunk in WWII. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9 1/4x10. Pub. at $39.95

2806775 RUN THE STORM: A Savage Hurricane, a Brave Crew, and the Wreck of the SS El Faro, by George Michelsen Foy. Relying on Coast Guard inquest hearings as well as on numerous interviews, Foy has crafted a brilliant account that brings to life the final voyage of El Faro, a story that lasts only a few days but which grows almost intolerably suspenseful as one after another of the crew drowns, leaving, to their friends and families, a record of their last thoughts and wishes. Photos. 250 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00

3721167 DON’T TRUST, DON’T FEAR, DON’T BEG: The Extraordinary Story of the Arctic 30. By Ben Stewart. In September 2013 the Swedish human rights ship Arctic Sunrise sailed a Russian oil platform, but their protest was met with frontal force as Putin’s commandos seized their ship. Towed under armed guard, they were charged with piracy and faced fifteen years in Russia’s vicious prison system. This is their story. Photos. 376 pages. New Press. Pub. at $26.95


2995662 A HISTORY IN ART & PHOTOGRAPHY. Ed by Julienne Lawler. Brings together 360 of the most celebrated ships in history and fiction in one stylishly produced volume. Themes include exploration and scientific discovery, mutiny and piracy, shipwreck, cannibalism and survival. Ships that excelled in battle or were lost in devastating circumstances are represented, along with those that heralded new developments in marine and naval architecture. Well illus., most in color. 378 pages. Conway. 9 1/4x11 1/4. Pub. at $39.95

2973154 TURTLE: David Bushnell’s Revolutionary Weapon. By R.R. Shrader & F.J. Frese. Provides new insight into David Bushnell’s “engine of devastation,” which he designed and built to help win the Naval war during the Revolution. This examination of the engine’s undercarriage outlines why Bushnell and the many innovations Bushnell understood would be necessary for a covert submarine attack. 370 pages. Westholme. Pub. at $29.95

6948169 TOLLY TAR: The Lower Deck of the Royal Navy, 1775-1901. By Brian Greenway. Presents the authentic voice, life and social history of seamen of the lower deck. It explores the seaman’s skills and daily routine, his living conditions, his culture, his relations with officers and crew, and the experience of battle as seen from the gunlock or the fighting top. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 383 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $37.95

3740927 WHIPS TO WALLS: Naval Discipline from Flogging to Progressive-Era Reform at Portsmouth Prison. By Rodney K. Watertson. The abolishment of flogging in 1850 started the U.S. Navy on a quest for a prison system that satisfied the needs of both the Navy and its prisoners. When war became the norm, the military prison system was the Navy’s only option, and it performed admirably until the end of World War I. That prison became the center of the Navy’s desire to reform outdated means of punishment. Here begins Thomas Mott Osborne’s political reform of U.S. naval prisons. 245 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

6938995 HORRIBLE SHIPWRECK! By Andrew C.A. Jampoler. The authentic story of a British convict transport filled with more than 700 hell-bound women and children. With a crew of sixteen, they left London for the convict colony in New South Wales. Less than a week later all but three died when a savage storm battered their ship to bits. All the crew and prisoners were snatched off the ship by the flayed-onion lighthouses of the South Atlantic. Photos. 294 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

2883198 CLIPPERS: The Ships That Shaped the World. By Daniel J. Nolan. This comprehensive narrative records the achievements of the famous round-the-world vessels around the world, and from China to England with tea. The author takes the reader into a world of heroes, heroines, villains, epic voyages, amazing feats, incredible drama and great tragedy. Illus. 415 pages. Malby.

3740835 WITH COMMODORE PERRY TO JAPAN: The Journal of William Speiden Jr., 1852-1855. Ed. by John A. Wolter et al. Offers a personal account of Commodore Perry’s expedition to Japan through the eyes of a sixteen year old purser’s clerk of the USS Mississippi. This diary is an excellent resource to the political mission of the Perry expedition, the opening of relations with Japan, and the social history of a naval warship as well. Illus. 256 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

3762372 ARCTIC MISSION: 90 North By Airship and Submarine. By William F. Althouse. Based on interviews and correspondence with dozens of participants, on Navy Department reports, and on journal excerpts from Dr. Waldo Lyman, this account recounts the dramatic U.S. Navy penetrations of the Arctic in 1958. Well illus. 264 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

2941222 SHIPWRECKS OF LAKE ERIE: The Great Shipwreck and Sunken-City Projects. By Andrew C.A. Jampoler. The authentic story of the “star” in his unsuccessful propaganda film about the sinking of the Titanic. In the Third Reich’s final days, the ship became the site of a major tragedy. Photos. 292 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.95

2754855 LIGHTHOUSE VIEWS: The United States’ Best Beams, as Captured on over 400 Postcards. By Mary L. Martin with T. Skinner. Examines the postcard keepers that lighthouse lovers have collected since the turn of the 20th century. Documnets over 350 lighthouses from California to Alaska, and the Florida Keys to the rocky shores of Maine. Includes market values from 2004. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

5732697 DEAD WAKE. By Erik Larson. Switching between hunter and hunted while painting a larger picture of America at the height of her power, Larson captures the sheer drama and emotional weight of the sinking of the Lusitania, whose intimate details and true meaning have long been obscured by history. Book Club Edition. 430 pages. Crown.

2890636 WRECK OF THE WHALESHIP ESSEX: The Complete Illustrated Edition. By Owen Chase. The famous, tragic tale of the whale ship Essex comes to life in this striking, full-color edition. This firsthand account follows thirty shipwrecked sailors as they drift in the scorching sun and sudden storms of the largely desolate Pacific Ocean. They’re ninety-day ordeal was a living nightmare that only a few will survive. 196 pages. Zenith. 9 1/4x10. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95


697087X SAILING INTO THE PAST. Ed by Jenny Bennett. Compiles a number of the world’s leading authorities who have been involved in the research, building, and sailing of some of the most significant ship replicas. They explain how particular ships came into being and describe what was involved in building and sailing them. Photos. 238 pages. Well illus., some in color. 192 pages. Lerner.

2841959 ORDEAL BY ICE: Ships of the Antarctic, By Ronke Bryan. Using extensive research from archives, museums, libraries and private sources, Bryan brings the detailed information about these ships into a single, comprehensive record of the North American Inuit. This illuminating volume describes the expeditions and exploratory activities in which these ships took part. Maps & illus., some in color. 536 pages. Sheridan House. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

2783606 CROSS CHANNEL AND SHORT SEA FERRIES: An Illustrated History. By Ambrose Greenway. Beautifully illustrated with more than 300 photographs, this is the first book to cover the development of a much-loved type of vessel, the “classic” cross-channel or short-sea passenger ferry. This stunning reference work is packed with insights around the world. Seafar. 9 1/4x10. Pub. at $60.00

2909561 EXPLORING THE BRITANNIC: The Life, Last Voyage and Wreck of Titanic’s Twin. By Simon J. Pollard. A complete story of the Britannic: her construction, launch and life, her fateful last voyage, and the historical findings resulting from the expedition that preserved what is now a vital part of her history for posterity. Based on research over a period of 40 years. This account finally details how the mysteries surrounding the 100-year-old disaster were laid to rest. Well illus., many in color. 272 pages. Adlard Coles. Pub. at $35.00

2899324 SEA POWER: The History and Geopolitics of the World’s Oceans. By James Stavridis. Takes the reader on a tour of the world’s oceans, showing how the geography of the oceans has shaped the destiny of nations, and how naval power has in a real sense made the world we live in today and will shape the world we live in tomorrow. Stavridis takes a historical view of the challenges our oceans, from piracy to pollution. Maps. 363 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00

9513462 THE NARI TAN TITANIC: The Incredible Untold Story of a Boomed Ship that Sank. By David Frew. A vividly told story of how the geography of the oceans has shaped the destiny of nations, and how naval power has in a real sense made the world we live in today and will shape the world we live in tomorrow. Frew has detected a unique link between the oceans, history, and current events. Photos. 282 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
**Railroads**

- **2846998 ROCKY MOUNTAIN TRAIN ROBBERIES: True Stories of Notorious Bandits and Infamous Escapades**  
  By W.C. Jameson. One of the most colorful parts of American history is the time of train robberies and the daring outlaws who undertook them in the period from just after the Civil War to 1924. This collection contains accounts of 37 train robberies perpetrated in seven states found in Mountain West. Illus. 223 pages. TwoDot. $12.95

- **2646017 NORTHWESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD: Eureka to Willits**  
  By Susan J.P. O’Hara et al. This work examines the impact of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad on Northwestern California. With archival photos that explore the railroad and construction, the accidents and disasters, its decline and modern legacy and the communities and families whose lives were linked with the Northwestern Pacific Railroad. 126 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

- **2669371 WHEN TRAINS RULED THE ROCKIES**  
  By Terry Gainer. Documents the life of the Bantiff Railway Station, in western Canada, and traces the huge role the station played in the local community. The author’s own story of growing up at the station winds a thread through the narrative and brings into clear focus Terry’s lifelong passion for passenger trains. 64 pages of photos. 252 pages. TwoDot. $16.95

- **5923056 AMTRAK AMERICA, 2ND EDITION: An Illustrated History**  

- **6853536 BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVES**  
  Founded in Philadelphia in 1831, the Baldwin Locomotive Works became the premier manufacturer of 2-8-2 Mikado locomotives, along with many unique designs built in small quantities. Carried here are a hundreds of detailed etchings, diagrams, and photographs are ten years of the firm’s locomotives, complete with detailed descriptions, parts, and construction, 322 pages. Schiffer. 11x4/8x. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

- **6954598 THE LAKE SHORE ELECTRIC RAILWAY STORY**  

- **6592190 ARMOURED TRAINS: An Illustrated Encyclopedia 1825-2016.**  
  By Paul Malmassari. Covers country the huge range of fighting equipment that rode the rails over nearly two centuries. While it outlines the place of armoured trains in the final years of war, it concentrates on details of their design and characteristics through more than 1,500 photographs and meticulous drawings in the international railroad modeling scale. 528 pages. Enthusiast Books. 10x11/. Pub. at $75.00 $59.95

- **287248X NEW PEPPERCORN CLASS A1 TORNADO**  
  By Geoff Smith. Follows every step of an unique project to build a brand-new design classic of the 20th century. This history considers the impact of these little machines in popular culture, and the way groups across the globe have made them their own. Well illus., many in color. 175 pages. Haynes. Pub. at $17.95

- **582384X GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY, 22ND EDITION: A Photo History, 1945-1970.**  
  By Byron D. Dillion. Compiles nearly 200 historic B&W photos along with new color images of photos originally found in the two-volume Photo Archive published twenty years ago. A great resource for anyone interested in an intimate look at the life of the Great Northern Railway. 128 pages. Enthusiast Books. 8x11/. 4000 photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

- **6819166 AMTRAK AMERICA, 2ND EDITION: An Illustrated History**  
  By John A. Fostik. Takes a journey through the 46 years of Amtrak with detailed coverage of over 25 regional lines that helped transform the nation. This second edition contains updated coverage of the various Amtrak intercity trains as well as an Amtrak photo gallery, postcards, and other memorabilia from the author’s comprehensive collection. 144 pages. Enthusiast Books. 8x11/. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

- **2872370 JOYRIDE/FLATOUT: Hot Rods and Dream Machines**  
  By Dan Quamstrom. During the 1960s, out of this world automobiles took America by storm, capturing the imaginations of thousands of youth ready for their first joyride. Quamstrom’s personal period photos, his own hot rod design, captures this beautiful movement and timeless observations bring the era into focus, whether you were there or wish you had been. 143 pages. Design Studio Press. 11x4/8. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

- **2846937 BMW RACING MOTORCYCLES: The Story of Speed.**  
  By L.C. Allen & M. Gardiner. Starting with the company’s early marriage from aircraft engine builder to producing racing motorcycles, motorcycles, Allen and Gardener present the intriguing story of one of the world’s most admired and enduring motorcycle companies. Fully illus., many in color. 175 pages. Whitehorse. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

- **2818221 2017 COLLECTOR CAR PRICE GUIDE.**  
  By From the eds. of Old Cars Report Price Guide. Packed with pricing information not found anywhere else. Exclusive one through six Condition Grading system, buying and selling tips, and attempts to show the reader just a small selection of the scenes and variety that the Union Pacific has to offer. Amherst. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

- **3709396 CAR CRAZY: The Battle for Supremacy Between Ford and Oids and the Dawn of the Automobile Age.**  
  By G.Wayne Miller. Based on extensive original research, Miller takes readers back to the passionate and reckless years of the early automobiles and cars when the first of U.S. built auto was introduced, through 1908, when General Motors was founded and Ford’s Model T went on the market. SHOPWORN. Illus. 350 pages. PublicAffairs. $19.95 $13.95

- **3701687 SCOOTERMANIA.**  
  By Josh Sims. From its use on the WWII battlefields of Italy to its iconic role in the film Roman Holiday, the motor scooter became an icon of the youth culture of the 20th century. This history shows the development of the iconic model, and the way groups across the globe have made them their own. Well illus., many in color. 175 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

- **2907746 EARLY VEHICLE LIGHTING.**  
  By Peter Watts. This guide gives highly illustrated step by step descriptions covering all the tasks you are likely to encounter, from routine servicing to dismantling and rebuilding a Type 1 engine. Featuring over 300 color images, this resource will be an invaluable reference for anyone involved in the repair or maintenance of these iconic engines. 143 pages. Crowood. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

- **2897546 BAREFOOT SALESMAN: The Remarkable Story of America’s First African American Car Salesman.**  
  By Huntingdon Moore. Based on extensive original research, Moore tells the story of George Washington Carver, an icon of African American history and one of the most important scientists of the turn of the 19th century. Featuring over 300 color images, this resource will be an invaluable reference for anyone involved in the repair or maintenance of these iconic engines. 143 pages. Crowood. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

- **2884851 RETURN TO GLORY: The Story of Ford’s Revival and Victory at the Toughest Race in the World.**  
  By Matthew DeBord. A seasoned journalist tells the story of Ford’s revival as a company as exemplified by the new GT. A decade ago, CEO Alan Mulally took over the iconic company, and thanks to a big financial gamble and his “One Ford” plan, helped it weather the financial crisis without a government bailout. This Tale began to dreams of repeating racing history, 16 pages of photos, most in color. 226 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

- **2907984 VW TRANSPORTER, BUS, 1949-67.**  
  By Peter Watts. Covers the full range of Volkswagen’s iconic Transporter, from the original ‘Beetle’ van to the mid-1967 model. Featuring over 300 color images, this resource includes drawings, charts, and catalog facsimiles, along with the VW Transporter’s historic and developmental aspects. 95 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

- **2907283 CHEVROLET CORVETTE 1953-86.**  
  By Walter Winter. Illustrated with color and black and white photos, this resource also includes drawings, charts, and catalog facsimiles, along with the Corvette’s historic and developmental aspects. 93 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

- **2907933 TRIUMPH TR2-TR8, 1953-81.**  
  By Walter Winter. Illustrated with color and black and white photos, this resource also includes drawings, charts, and catalog facsimiles, along with the Triumph’s historic and developmental aspects. 93 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

- **6787464 THE VW CAMPER STORY.**  
  By Giles Chapman. Volfskswagen provided the Transporter van in 1950, an ultra-reliable workhorse to get small businesses on the move again. But then something incredible happened–people found that they enjoyed driving the Trusty Transporter, and that it made an excellent place to spend the night. With future modifications, it became a worldwide phenomenon. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. History Press. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95
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299773 THE DRAGON'S TEETH: The Chinese People's Liberation Army. By David A. glazed. Documents the ways that weaving touches all aspects of life in Rupshu, before a newly-introduced invention, and provides a window into the daily lives of the people who live there.

299773 THE DRAGON'S TEETH: The Chinese People's Liberation Army. By David A. glazed. Documents the ways that weaving touches all aspects of life in Rupshu, before a newly-introduced invention, and provides a window into the daily lives of the people who live there.

298243 CHINESE AEROSPACE POWER: Evolving Maritime Roles. By A.S. Erickson & L.J. Goldstein. Offers a comprehensive survey of Chinese aerospace developments, concentrating on areas of potential strategic significance previously unexplored in Western scholarship. It also links these developments to the vast maritime battle space of the Asia-Pacific, with an emphasis on the consequent implications for the U.S. Navy. 525 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $52.95. 

3748526 THE ELEGANT LIFE OF THE CHINESE LITERATUR. By Yen Zheng. The first complete translation of the early 17th century Chinese scholar Wen Zheng’en’s guide to good taste in late Ming Dynasty China. This translation presents the entirety of Wen’s treatise on Supreme Things, his description of how the gentleman scholar can order his establishment so as to achieve harmony and elegance. Fully illus. In color. 156 pages. Shanghai Press. Pub. at $42.95. 


2899773 THE DRAGON'S TEETH: The Chinese People's Liberation Army. By David A. glazed. Documents the ways that weaving touches all aspects of life in Rupshu, before a newly-introduced invention, and provides a window into the daily lives of the people who live there.

3696259 GEISHA FAN BOOK. By Tina Skinner. Enjoy an incredible collection of 128 images showing the fleeting, effervescent beauty of young geisha apprentices captured over a century ago. A wonderful opportunity to see these girls in the glory of their colorful regalia, posing before a newly-introduced invention, posing before a newly-introduced invention.

3696275 GEISHA FAN BOOK. By Tina Skinner. Enjoy an incredible collection of 128 images showing the fleeting, effervescent beauty of young geisha apprentices captured over a century ago. A wonderful opportunity to see these girls in the glory of their colorful regalia, posing before a newly-introduced invention, posing before a newly-introduced invention.


2971420 CHINESE MOTIFS OF GOOD FORTUNE: Text by Z. Wen, photos by L. Shenghui. Over centuries, a myriad of blessings, symbols, and auspicious patterns have been created to help build an auspicious environment. Among the different ways to invoke fortune is the application of pictures and patterns with auspicious connotations as presented in this volume. Well illus. in color. Better Link. Pub. at $16.95. 

2990324 THE SOULS OF CHINA: The Return of Religion After Mao. By Ian Johnson. Tells the story of one of the world’s great spiritual revivals, following a century of violent anti-religious campaigns. China is now filled with new temples, churches, and mosques, as well as cults, sects, and politicians trying to harness religion for their own ends. 455 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $30.00. 


2893191 CEO, CHINA: The Rise of Xi Jinping. By Kerryn Brown. China has become the powerhouse of the world economy, its incredible boom overseen by the secretive and all-powerful Communist Party. But what lies behind the hidden story of the man dubbed the “Chinese Godfather,” Xi Jinping, who has built one of the most powerful leaderships modern China has ever seen. 262 pages. 12 color illus. 2 maps. Academic. Pub. at $15.95. 


**3985612 THE KING'S ASSASSIN: The Secret Plot to Murder King James I. By Brian Inglis. A gripping, cinematic portrayal of the assassination plot against King James I. This volume explores the political r epercussions. 16 pages of photos. 288 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95**

**3985747 THE BRITISH INVASION OF THE RIVER PLATE 1806-1807. By Ben Hughes. In graphic detail the author tells the story of this disastrous British attack on Argentina during the Napoleonic Wars. This volume might be fascinating read for anyone interested in the history of South America. 256 pages. Oldcastle. Paperback. $9.95**

**2985357 BOHEMIAN LONDON: From Papal Papacy to Post-Raphaelism. By Nigel Cawthorne. An entertaining, anecdotal history of Bohemian London, and a guide to its more colorful inhabitants. Rosetti and Swinburne, delving the morbidly curious, to the famous success of Aubrey Beardsley in the decadent 1890s, the Bloomsburyites and the Bright Young Things, and much more. 224 pages. Oldcastle. Paperback. $6.95**

**2985107 THE WISDOM OF WINSTON CHURCHILL: Words of War and Peace. Ed. by Sean Lamb. During the darkest days of World War II, it was Churchill's words alone that offered hope and inspiration to the masses when Hitler sought to destroy the values of civilization. Offers insight into Churchill's life and times, and catalogs his personal wit, wisdom, and humanity. This is a fitting tribute to Churchill's mastery of language. 384 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95**

**2985014 THE LIFE OF EDWARD IV. By John Ashdown-Hill. Dr. Ashdown-Hill unravels the complex web of stories around Edward's private life, discussing the truth behind Edward's reputation and answering the questions. Edward had numerous mistresses. Did he produce many bastards? Who was his legal wife? And what caused the early death of Eleanor Talbot, his supposed legal wife? 16 pages of color photos. Ambo. $6.95**

**2985322 SAVING BLETCHLEY PARK. By Sue Black with S. Colgan. The story of the campaign that saved Bletchley Park, helping to bring recognition to its veterans, secure its future as one of Britain's most important heritage centers, and an inspirational testament to the remarkable men and women whose work made it a place worth preserving. Photos. 347 pages. Unbound. Pub. at $32.95 $23.95**

**690697A THE MACHINES: A Borderland Journey Between England and Scotland. By Rory Stewart. A member of Parliament takes us along on an exploration of the Marches—the borderland between England and Scotland—and the political turmoil and violence that created it. Joined by his 89-year-old father, Stewart embarks on a 400-mile walk along the border he calls home, engaging with the UK’s tumultuous story every step of the way. Maps. 354 pages. Paperback. $19.95**

**6983804 THE ZOO: The Wild and Wonderful Tale of the Founding of London Zoo, 1826-1851. By Isabel Charman. This tale of visionaries and adventurers, science and eccentricity, and Victorian grandeur and more. This book is the story of the first “zoo” in history. This weird, wonderful, and unique oasis in the filthy heart of London was populated with incredible characters, both human and animal. 349 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. $7.95**

**315128X DOWNTON ABBEY: Rules for Household Staff. Visit the intoxicating upstairs/downstairs era with this recently recovered and fascinating staff handbook covering the tasks of all positions in the Downton Abbey household—footman, lady’s maid, housekeeper, gentleman and more. 117 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback at $15.99 $11.95**

**372896X SCOTLAND: A History from Earliest Times. By Alistair Moffat. Brings vividly to life the story of this great nation, from the dawn of historic times and beginning of the first century. Ambitious, richly detailed and highly readable, it weaves together a dazzling array of fact and anecdote to provide an imaginative, informative and varied portrait of Scotland. 32 pages of photos, some color. 716 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95**

**2880504 BRITAIN: A Genetic Journey. By Nigel Cawthorne. This gripping narrative provides insights into the origins and culture of the ringed community as it states. 525 pages. Paperback. $16.95 $11.95**

**298569X RALPH TAILOR’S SUMMER: A Scrivener, His Handsome Lover, the Duke of Buckingham. 16 pages of illus. 224 pages. Oldcastle. Paperback. $9.95**

**2899888 THE RESTLESS KINGS: Henry II, His Sons and the Wars for the Plantagenet Crown. By Nick Rennison. The author documents the tumultuous struggle for supremacy between the first Plantagenet king, Henry II, and his four sons, a drama that tore apart the most powerful family in Western Europe and shaped the future of two nations. This account brings to life some of the most remarkable, complex, flawed and brilliant monarchs that sat on the English throne. Photos. 320 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperback at $32.95 $24.95**


**3736873 THE KING’S WAR. By P. Corrigan & M. Lodge. This gripping narrative provides a fascinating portrait of two men and their respective families—the Windsors and the Logues—as they together face the greatest challenge in Britain's history. This is the sequel to The King's Speech. Photos. 302 pages. Pegasus. Paperback at $27.95 $21.95**

**2936877 MERCIA: The Rise and Fall of a Kingdom. By Annie Whitehead. Mercia was England’s power over not just Wessex, but all the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. This account concentrates on the leading figures in Mercia’s history, putting into context the Mercian role played in the forging of the English nation. 16 pages of color photos. 288 pages. Paperback at $26.95**

**2949079 DIXON & SON: FIGHTING EQUIPMENT CATALOG 1930. A fascinating look at cutting edge fire fighting apparatus from the catalog of S. Dixon & Son Limited, one of the United Kingdom’s leading suppliers of firefighting devices. This catalog dates to the period 1929-1930 and features the company’s full line of equipment. Well illustrated. 160 pages. Periscope Film. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95**
European History

3712893 THE CRIMEAN NEXUS: Putin's War and the Clash of Civilizations. By Constantine Pleshakov. A native of Yalta, Pleshakov is intimately familiar with Crimea's ethnic tensions and complex political history. Here he offers a much-needed look at one of the most volatile flash points in confrontational relations: the occupation and annexation of the Ukraine—the first event of its kind since WWII.

200 pages. Yale. Pub. at $28.00

35.95

2981636 DREAMS OF A GREAT SMALL NATION. By Kevin J. McKnamara. As imperial Russia and Habsburg-ruled Austria began to succumb to the ruinous cost of WWII, a small group of Czech and Slovak combat veterans saw an opportunity to realize the long-held dream of independence. This is the story of how the valiant army threatened a revolution, destroyed an empire, founded a republic, and remade the map of Europe. 395 pages. Public Affairs. Pub. at $28.99

6.95

206277 THE COMPLETE IDIOT'S GUIDE TO EUROPEAN HISTORY, SECOND EDITION. By Nathan Barber. An engaging guide that leads you through the fascinating cultural, economic, political, and social developments that played fundamental roles in how modern Europe came to be. 442 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

9.95

297072 LIFE IN THE GEORGIAN COURT. By Catherine Cuyler. Take a Year into the private lives of very public figures and lean of arranged marriages that turned to love or hate and scandals that rocked polite society. A privileged peek into the glamorous, tragic, and sordid world, where even a king could take nothing for granted. Illus. 186 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

7.95

457256 ANCESTRAL JOURNEYS, REVISED EDITION: The Peopling of Europe, America, and the British Isles by Vikings. By Jean Manco. In this highly readable account, Manco skillfully weaves the multiple strands of the very latest genetic evidence with archaeology, history, and linguistics to produce a startling new history of Europe. Well illus. 312 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

11.95

3713016 LIONS AND LAMBS: Conflict in Weimar and the Creation of Post-Nazi Germany. By Daniel Tully. While many have imagined postwar Germany as the model for understanding the origins of today's Europe from the First Venturers to the

Federal Republic. 357 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00

70.00

366368 OUT OF ITALY. By Fernand Braudel. Braudel brings to life the two remarkable centuries that span the Renaissance, Manerism, and Baroque, as he analyzes the prolific interactions between art, science, politics, and commerce during Italy's extraterritorial strength, and reveals in part of the wider European movement of rural depopulation. Illus. 468 pages. Europa. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

12.95

3702952 SCOTTISH HISTORY. By John & Noreen Hamilton. Features hundreds of “strange but true” stories about Scottish history, showing for the first time how Scotland's fruitful interactions with bizarre and hilarious true tales for every era. Illus. 191 pages. History Press. Pub. at $14.95

11.95

3718948 THE GREAT CONSPIRACY: Britain's Secret War Against Revolutionary France 1794-1805. By Cecilia Borodin. A gripping and dogger story of diplomatic missions and political intrigue, state prisoners and state murders, this volume offers a new interpretation of a neglected period in history, showing for the first time how France’s knowledge of British espionage influenced her foreign policy, and diplomatic relations. Illus. 308 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $34.50

9.95

3031144 SAINT AND NATION: Santiago, Teresa of Avila, and Plural Identities in Early Modern Spain. By Erin K. Rowley. Examines Spanish devotion to the cult of saints and the controversy over national patron sainthood, to provide an original account of the diverse communities in which the early modern nation was experienced and enjoyed by monarch and town. 264 pages. PaSUP. Pub. at $22.95

6.95

2993325 THE GREAT CAT MASSACRE: And Other Strange Tales in Czech Cultural History. By Robert Damton. When the apprentices of a Paris printing shop in the 1730s held a series of mock trials and then hanged all the cats they could capture, why did they find it hilarious? This is the story of the probability of a mass hanging answers in this kaledoscopic view of European culture during the “Age of Enlightenment.” Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3713094 A DO-IT-SIZED HISTORY OF FRANCE: Gastronomic Tales of Revolution, War, and Enlightenment. By S. Henaut & J. Mitchell. Tells the compelling and often surprising story of France from the Roman era to modern times in its cuisines of France’s most famous cities as well as its under-explored regions, this social history explores the impact of war and imperialism, and the enduring use of food and politics. Illus. 333 pages. New Press. Pub. at $19.95

9.95


26.95

371294X FROM MUSLIM TO CHRISTIAN GRANADA: Inventing a City's Past in Early Modern Spain. By A. Katie Harris. In 1492, Granada, the last independent Muslim city on the Iberian Peninsula, fell to Catholicism. In 1595 tablets, known as the plomos, were unearthed that documented Granada as the very latest genealogies. In 1628, the pope condemned the plomos as forgeries. This title explores how the people of Granada created a new civic identity. 255 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $22.00

13.95

6850642 OPERATION NEMESIS: The Assassination Plot That A venged the Armenian Genocide. By Eric Bogosian. A masterful account of the assassins who hunted down the man who orchestrated the “Megh Yeghern,” a term used by the Armenians to describe the genocide that had been conveniently forgotten. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $22.00

26.95

★ 2808660 THE HIGHLAND CLEARANCES: People, Landlords and Rural Turmoil. By Eric Richards. Traces the origins of the “Clearances” from the eighteenth century to the turn of the century. The story of how the “Clearances” from the eighteenth century to the

ACMRS. Pub. at $48.00

6.95

2943999 THE MIDDLE AGES. By Johannes Fried. Across the millennium from the mid first century BC and the rebellion of the great tribal leader of

Simon Winder. At the heart of Western

History of Europe’s Lost Country. By Simon Winder. At the heart of Western

Europe lies a lost land that stretches from the North Sea to the Alps known as

Turmoil. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $22.00

6.95

2782634 EASTERN EUROPE! Everything You Need to Know About the History (and More) of a Region That Shaped Our World and Stays Hidden. More than two decades after the fall of the Iron Curtain, this informative and highly entertaining guide takes one giant leap toward finally demystifying Eastern Europe, a place between places, a place between the living and the dead, and a city of people, and its darkest hour, and the pivotal moment when

2906236 EASTERN EUROPE! Everything You Need to Know About the History (and More) of a Region That Shaped Our World and Stays Hidden. More than two decades after the fall of the Iron Curtain, this informative and highly entertaining guide takes one giant leap toward finally demystifying Eastern Europe, a place between places, a place between the living and the dead, and a city of people, and its darkest hour, and the pivotal moment when

289386X DANUBIA: A Personal History of Habsburg Europe. By Simon Winder. For centuries much of Europe was in the hands of the peculiar Hapsburg family: an unstable mixture of characters who staved off—through luck, deceit, and sheer meissness—each other. This interesting history offers a very personal view of this strange dynasty and the people they ruled. Illus. 551 pages. Rea
dor. Pub. at $39.95
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★ 2883732 THE MURDER OF ROSA LUXEMBURG. By Klaus Gietinger. In a compelling narrative, the author picks apart the murder of radical German leaders Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht in 1919, revealing for the first time who exactly shot Luxemburg. Employing his skills as a screenwriter, Gietinger conducts a disturbing investigation into one of the most vicious expressions of power politics, revealing a vivid history of the German Revolution. Illus. 205 pp. Frontline. Pub. at $13.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

★ 2862417 WEIMAR GERMANY: Promise and Tragedy. By Eric D. Weitz. Brings to life an era of unmatched creativity in the twentieth century, one whose influence and inspiration still resonate today. Weitz’s authoritative history illuminates the events that led to the failure of the Weimar Republic, presenting a intricate, rich tapestry of life and history in the modern age. 670 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $21.95


★ 2992841 KILLING NAPOLEON: The Plot to Blow Up Bonaparte. By Jonathan North. Sets up the scene with Napoleon’s rise to power and then follows the events that led to the explosion of the ‘Infernal Machine’. Using first hand accounts, trial transcripts, and archival material, this study recounts one of the uniquely planning organized crimes of its era. 265 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $19.95

★ 2017284 THE ARMENN L’ICONOGRAPHE: Sacrifice and Betrayal in World War I. By Susan Paul Pattie. Complete with eyewitness accounts, letters and photographs, this accessible volume provides an insightful narrative into the conflict between the Great Powers through the lens of a small, vulnerable people caught in a war that was not their own, but which had already destroyed their known world. Illus. 169 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $19.95

★ 1911407 THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR: From Catholic Crusaders to Conspiring Criminals. By Michael Kerrigan. Tells the story of the various military orders from the eleventh century to the fifteenth century. Organized chronologically, this history follows the fates of the orders, from the foundation of the Knights of St. Peter in 1053, to the pivotal Crusading era of the 12th and 13th centuries. Fully illus., many in color. 242 pages. Amberly. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

★ 6550266 THE ACADEMY OF THE SWORD. By Gerard Thibault. Originally published in 1630, this elaborately manual of swordsmanship is packed with hundreds of clearly described drawings of both the defending and attacking blows. A complete treatise on the sword with the great Dutch fencing master Lambert van Sosenen, proceeds step by step to explain effective methods for drawing the sword, entering into measure, subj ecting the opponent to the knife or the blade, countering his attacks, and much more. Illus. 492 pages. Aerion. Pub. at $60.00. * PRICE CUT to $29.95

★ 2815157 FRAGMENTS OF A LOST HOMELAND: Remembering Armenia. By Aram T. Marsoobian. A unique array of family sources to tell the story of his ancestors and in so doing so a 50 year time span that encompasses three pivotal and often violent periods in the history of Armenia: the Ottoman and Armenian Genocides, and the war of independence. Illus. 348 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $35.00. * PRICE CUT to $19.95


★ 2869837 ANATOMY OF A GENOCIDE: The Life and Death of a Town Called Buczacz. By Omer Guri. How much more than an account of the events of a single town, this book is an account that changes our understanding of the social dynamic of mass killing and a warning of how easily it could happen again. Illus. 398 pages. SAS. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. * PRICE CUT to $7.95

★ 2883460 LOST DEVON. By Felicity Goodall. Well illus. in color. 231 pages. Brimlin. Paperbound. Ed. by $18.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95


★ 3909032 IRISH HISTORY: An Illustrated A-Z. By Guy de la Bedoyere et al. Featuring up to date chronology and comprehensive glossary section this resource is an essential companion for anyone interested in gaining invaluable insight regarding this country’s turbulent past. This Irish history is covered in the cross referenced A to Z entries. Well illus., most in color. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. * PRICE CUT to $11.95


★ 2991457 WARRIORS AND KINGS: The 1500-Year Battle for Celtic Britain. By Martin Wall. The fascinating and exciting story of the Celtic peoples of Britain who stood fast against invasion and oppression. Wall explores the mythology and psychology of this unwieldy and insular people, their devotion to chaotic unions, and their determination “to yield” to oppression and injustice, from the Roman Empire on through to the Victorian era. 16 pages of color photos. 282 pages. Amberly. Pub. at $29.95. * PRICE CUT to $19.95

★ 5758602 THE ANCIENT PATHS: Discovering the Lost Map of Celtic Europe. By Graham Robb. Robb made plans to cycle the route of the legendary Via Herculea, he had no idea that his journey would change his understanding of pre-Roman Europe. Grounded in astronomy, philology, archaeology, and history, this volume presents nothing less than a new wonder of the ancient world. Maps of 267 pages. Picador. Paperbound. * PRICE CUT to $6.95

★ 2894718 A BRIEF HISTORY OF IRELAND: Land, People, History. By Richard Killean. In this lucid and fascinating introduction to the island’s story, Killean separates the history from the myths. Ranging from Ireland’s pre-Gaelic origins to the present day, he locates Ireland in a European and Atlantic context. Killean’s remarkable contribution through its literature. 332 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. * PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ 2951274 IRELAND: The Struggle for Power. By Jeffrey James. Shaped by the many invaders who set foot on the country’s shores, Ireland’s story has been molded by the social, political and military history of the nation—its problems so often caused by its close proximity to its more powerful neighbors. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Amberly. Pub. at $29.95. * PRICE CUT to $19.95

★ 2957787 BITTER FREEDOM: Ireland in a Revolutionary World. By Maurice Walsh. 525 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00. * PRICE CUT to $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/808
Women in History

6614949 GAME OF QUEENS: The Women Who Made Sixteenth-Century Europe. By Sarah Gristwood. Sixteenth-century Europe saw an explosion of female rule—whether they were on the thrones or in the scenes women held unprecedented power for over 100 years. From Isabella of Castile, her daughter Katherine of Aragon, and her granddaughter Mary Tudor, to Catherine de Medici, Anne Boleyn, and Elizabeth Tudor, they wielded enormous authority and shaped European history. Illus. in color. 320 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

9933740 THE WOMEN WHO MADE NEW YORK. By Julie Scelfo. 335 pages. Seal. Pub. at $24.00

Gay & Lesbian Lives & History

2946980 GAY NEW YORK: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay Male World, 1890–1940. By George Chauncey. Brilliantly shelters the myth that before the 1960s gay life existed in the closet, where all gay men were isolated, invisible, and ashamed. Based on years of research, Chauncey describes the saloons, speakeasies, and theaters where queer men gathered and the complex prewar sexual culture they inhabited. Photos. 478 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

374504X PRIDE: The LGBTQ+ Rights Movement. By Christopher St Chevron. This volume commemorates the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall Uprising—an inspiring photographic celebration of the LGBTQ+ movement and its legacies. A groundbreaking tribute to a historic movement and its milestone achievements and hurdles. 168 pages. Sterling. 8¼x10¼. Pub at $24.95

3795988 THE GAY METROPOLIS: The Landscape History of Gay Life in America. By Alix Kates Shulman. A vivid illustrated history of transforming images in the world of American film, music, and TV, alongside the gains and reversals in the American court system, Kaiser highlights the ways in which the landscape has shaped gay America. With a dazzling cast of characters from Leonard Bernstein to Ellen Degeneres, this is a vivid telling of American history. 16 pages of photos, 438 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

History & Biography for Children

2892677 LAURA’S ALBUM: A Remembrance Scrapbook of Laura Ingalls Wilder. Compiled by William Anderson. Offers a remembrance of a woman who led a full, rich life through photographs, writings, and memorabilia that was saved throughout her life. Each page is a doorway into the private world of Laura Ingalls Wilder. Hardcover ages 8-12. 80 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00


3696081 REACHING FOR THE MOON: The Autobiography of NASA Mathematician Katherine Johnson. By Alice Z. Klepeis. Katherine Johnson was the “rocket scientist” who helped calculate the trajectories for many of NASA’s most important missions. See how Katherine anchored her family and paved the way for women in science. This is her own story, a lively autobiography that will inspire young readers everywhere. Ages 10 & up. Photos. 250 pages. Anholt’s. Pub. at $17.99

292636X SAILING CODEX: Moira Perry tells the story of Vikings approaching the shore? This resource combines vivid images with fascinating facts to unlock the world of these legendary warriors, traders and explorers. Also describes raids, trade, daily life as well as daily life in the 10th and 11th centuries. Ages 8 & up. 80 pages. Carlton Kids. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


2863014 ALEXANDER HAMILTON: His Life, Our History. By Susan Blackaby. 188 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $12.95
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